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Abstract 
 

 
 
Gravity assist trajectories are a crucial part of any space mission involving 

interplanetary travel of spacecraft. The reason that gravity assist is important for these 

missions is that they allow the spacecraft to reach outer planets which otherwise would 

not be possible because of the large amount of energy required. Gravity assist 

trajectories allow the spacecraft to gain momentum from the planets. During a close 

approach of a gravitational body momentum is exchanged between the spacecraft and 

the gravitational body. In reality the planet loses momentum but due to the huge mass 

difference the change in velocity of the gravitational body is negligible compared to the 

gain in velocity of the spacecraft. 

Although there exists software’s for multiple gravity assist trajectory design but they 

are not readily available to the academia and have complicated user interfaces. The 

ultimate goal of this thesis is to enhance the Lambert’s problem solver tool available at 

the university and incorporate the gravity assist functionality. All the technicalities of 

the Lambert’s problem are presented as it is an integral part of the complete problem. 

Pruning techniques are also incorporated so as to make the software run the 

simulations in a reasonable amount of time.
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Back ground 

It was Minovitch’s (1963) work at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) that made 

interplanetary missions feasible to the outer planets for the first time. This was 

accomplished using gravity assist trajectories to increase the heliocentric velocity after 

the flyby of various planets. After this many missions were made possible the most 

famous and complex one being of Cassini. Cassini performed (Venus Venus Earth 

Jupiter) VVEJGA flyby to reach Saturn. Obviously to calculate such complex flyby 

sequence you need automated design tools before you can find the more accurate 

trajectories using numerical integration to solve the equations of motion. 

1.2. Interplanetary Mission Design Tool 

The process of designing an interplanetary mission depends on a lot of mission 

constraints. But in general there are some general objectives that a mission designer 

has to cater for. The basic objectives are to minimize the Δν requirements of a 

mission, to maximize the payload capacity and to stay in bounds for the maximum 

thrust available by the thrusters. There are also time constraints that have to be met 

for the mission.  

Some of the techniques that can be used are discussed in Kemble (2006). Gravity 

assist trajectories help to achieve substantial reductions in launch velocity and the total 

Δν requirements. They have made missions to planets to the outer planets in our solar 

system possible. Other techniques that are employed include aero capture and aero 

braking, both these help to reduce the overall energy requirements of the mission. The 

use of low thrust manoeuvre is also possible during a gravity assist trajectory; these 

manoeuvre’s are relevant with spacecraft having Ion thrusters on them which are able 

to provide small amount of thrust for long durations of time. Yet the basic and most 

important thing in the early stage of an interplanetary mission design is finding an 

initial trajectory to be followed and finding the optimum launch windows. 
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The stages that are involved in the complete tool involve first finding the trajectories 

involving flybys and then pruning the search space for the optimum solution. As 

discussed by M. Vasile and P.De Pasclale in their paper Vasile (2006) the 

completeness of search and the level of the detail of the model is directly proportional 

to the computation time and hence a compromise has to be made. The different 

models and their scope would be discussed in the way of approaching the planetary 

flyby problem.  

The procedure as suggested by Niehoff (1966) is to find a trajectory and then 

numerically integrate the equations of motion for an accurate analysis. This same 

approach is found in Kemble (2006) where Kemble informs that precise motion of the 

trajectory can only be found by integrating the complete set of the equations of motion. 

This can be accomplished using the Encke’s Method as described by Battin (1999). 

1.3. Objectives of the Software 

The objective for this project is to make a tool which is easy to use yet is accurate 

enough for an initial design tool for interplanetary missions. The software will calculate 

multi-gravity assist trajectories in between specified set of planets at given ranges of 

time. This would give an optimum trajectory which is based on an enumerative 

approach. The software is to be designed in such a way as to keep it object oriented, 

modular and as reusable as possible. The summarized list of guiding principles for the 

software is listed as follows: 

 

 The new software has to incorporate the already available code from the work 

of Lesieur (2006) on the Lambert’s Problem Solver(LPS). The LPS is used in 

the Multi-Gravity Assist (MGA) software for finding the optimum trajectories 

between the different legs of the trajectory before and after the planetary flyby. 

 The software has to be based on the Programming language and engineering 

tool known as Matlab. Matlab is a very popular tool among engineers. It offers 

ways to create graphical user interfaces (GUI) using Graphical User Interface 

Development environment known as (GUIDE). 
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 The software would be able to check all the inputs of the user to check for 

validity before the actual optimum solution for the MGA trajectory is found. 

 The MGA software has to incorporate the multiple revolution functionality of the 

LPS. 

 Results of the MGA problem would be displayed in such a way as to make 

them easily comprehensible by the user. 

 The software should be able to prune out all the undesirable flight paths before 

the LPS is launched for each leg of the trajectory. This is required so as to limit 

the time required to find a solution near the optimum.  

 Software should have the potential to further incorporate further functionality 

such as continuous low thrust manoeuvres and aero gravity assist trajectories. 

 A user manual would be provided so as to make the use of the software as 

easy as possible for the new user. 

1.4. Organization of the Report 

 The report consists of 8 chapters. Where this chapter being the first one gives 

the introduction, objectives of the software and then gives a brief description of 

how the report is organized.  

 Chapter 2 consists of a literature review related to the multi-gravity assist flyby 

problem. All the possible ways of approaching the planetary flyby problem is 

performed and the advantages and disadvantages of each are discussed. 

 Chapter 3 describes how multi-gravity assist manoeuvres can be designed. It 

then goes on to explain the dynamics involved. The whole procedure adopted 

by the MGA to find an optimum trajectory is illustrated including how LPS has 

been integrated with the MGA. 

 Chapter 4 describes what methodology is used to solve for the orbital elements 

of the flyby if it is physically possible. 

 Chapter 5 explains the Optimisation technique and the description of the 

objective function. Then it explains the process of pruning the search space. 
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 Chapter 6 explains the software structure of MGA. Logic diagrams are 

presented together with the structures of the objects used in the coding of the 

software. After that the sought after qualities of the graphical user interface 

(GUI) are described. 

 Chapter 7 validated the MGA optimum trajectory finder. The results are 

compared with known space missions like the voyager 1.Then it is discussed 

what methodologies can be followed to find optimum trajectories. 

 Chapter 8 concludes what has been achieved in this project and then goes on 

to suggest what future course this software can take.                                                                                                 
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2. Literature Review 
As the technique of planetary flyby for Δν minimization is to be incorporated in the 

software already developed for solving the Lambert problem by Mathieu Lesieur in 

2006. Hence as a first step, a thorough review of all the materials discussed in 

(Lesieur, 1996) was carried out. All algorithms and code for the Matlab software was 

checked as the new tool for finding optimum trajectories using planetary flybys needs 

to solve the Lambert’s problem. 

Then a review of all the possible ways of approaching the planetary flyby problem is 

performed and the advantages and disadvantages of each are discussed. There are 

different software’s that are available in the market to solve for the optimum transfer 

they will also be looked in to. 

2.1. Lambert’s Problem 

The problem of finding the Keplerian orbital elements that define a trajectory between 

two position vectors when the time and direction of the flight is known between them is 

known as the Lambert’s problem. There can be multiple solutions to this problem. The 

flight might take multi-revolutions around the central body, be pro / retrograde or it can 

also take out of the ecliptic trajectories in the case of planetary transfers. 

 

Figure1: Solving Lambert’s Problem requires position vectors 𝑟1  and 𝑟2 for the 
departure and arrival planets and time between them. Adapted from Lesieur (2006) 
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For tackling the Lambert’s problem some initial variables need to be calculated 

beforehand according to Lesieur (2006). These include the True Anomaly Ѳ, the 

minimum time required for an elliptical trajectory 𝑡𝑓min_𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  and the maximum 

number of complete revolutions 𝑁max  possible in the given time around the central 

body. The central body in our case is going to be the Sun. 

2.1.1. Change in True Anomaly 

The change in true is easily calculated from the two position vectors that are available 

from the ephemeris calculations and the knowledge about the direction of flight, 

meaning if the flight is prograde or reterograde. For our case of multi-gravity assist 

planetary flybys, we will be only considering prograde cases. Prograde is the case for 

spacecraft moving only in the direction of motion of planets in the solar system. Due to 

the way that our solar system was created all the bodies are revolving around the Sun 

in an anti-clockwise direction. If the spacecraft is being launched in the opposite 

direction that required huge amounts of fuel to provide the Δν required for first working 

against the speed of the planet and then finally gaining speed in the opposite direction 

to that of the launch planet. This also needs to be done because otherwise for every 

case the LPS solver needs to be run twice, once for the prograde case and then again 

for the reterograde one. One can observe from table 1 that all the planets are rotating 

counter clock wise (ccw). 
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TABLE 1: Rotation and revolution data showing the CCW  rotation of planets.                      
based on Vallado(2001) 

Planet  
Planet 

Revolution 

Inclination of 

Orbit (deg) 

Planet 

Rotation  

Moon 

Revolution  

Moon 

Rotation  

Planet Density 

(tons/m
3
) 

Mercury  CCW  7.004 986 CCW  No moons  No moons  5.4  

Venus  CCW  3.394 446 CW  No moons  No moons  5.2  

Earth  CCW  0.000 000 CCW  CCW  CCW  5.5  

Mars  CCW  1.849 726 CCW  CCW  N/A  3.9  

Jupiter  CCW  1.303 269 CCW  CCW  CCW  1.3  

Saturn  CCW  2.488 878 CCW  CCW  N/A  0.7  

Uranus  CCW  0.773 196 CCW  CCW  N/A  1.3  

Neptune  CCW  1.769 952 CCW  CCW  N/A  1.6  

Pluto  CCW  17.142 166 CCW  CCW  N/A  2.1 

 

In Curtis(2005) a way is described to check for quadrant ambiguities. The reason for 

these ambiguities can be seen from figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: shows example of elliptical orbit of types 1,2 and 3                                            
adapted from Lesieur (2006) 
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For prograde trajectories: 

 𝜽 = 𝒄𝒐𝒔−𝟏  
𝒓  𝟏. 𝒓  𝟐
 𝒓  𝟏 .  𝒓  𝟐 

  𝒊𝒇  𝒓  𝟏𝒙 𝒓   𝟐 .𝒌   ≥ 𝟎 (2-1) 

 

 𝜽 = 𝟑𝟔𝟎 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔−𝟏  
𝒓  𝟏. 𝒓  𝟐
 𝒓  𝟏 .  𝒓  𝟐 

  𝒊𝒇  𝒓  𝟏𝒙 𝒓   𝟐 .𝒌   < 0 (2-2) 

for retrograde trajectories: 

 𝜽 = 𝟑𝟔𝟎 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔−𝟏  
𝒓  𝟏. 𝒓  𝟐
 𝒓  𝟏 .  𝒓  𝟐 

  𝒊𝒇  𝒓  𝟏𝒙 𝒓   𝟐 .𝒌   ≥ 𝟎 (2-3) 

 

 𝜽 = 𝒄𝒐𝒔−𝟏  
𝒓  𝟏.𝒓  𝟐
 𝒓  𝟏 .  𝒓  𝟐 

  𝒊𝒇  𝒓  𝟏𝒙 𝒓   𝟐 .𝒌   < 0 (2-4) 

where  𝑘   is a vector which is normal to the ecliptic plane. It has to be noted that the 

equations for the retrograde case would not be used. 

The function 𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏 returns a value of +1 if input value is positive and -1 if it is negative. 

2.1.2. The Parabolic Time Of Flight 

The parabolic time of flight is essentially the minimum possible time of flight that is 

required for an elliptical transfer. If the time available between the departure and 

arrival is any less than that then the only possibility remaining is that of a hyperbolic 

flyby. 

 

The expression for the time of flight for parabolic trajectory is found in Battin (1999). 

 

 𝒕𝒇𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 =
𝟏

𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏

 𝟐

𝟑
[𝒔
𝟑
𝟐 − 𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏(𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽) × (𝒔 − 𝒅)

𝟑
𝟐] (2-5) 
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Where 𝜃 is the change in true anomaly, 
 
 𝜇𝑠𝑢𝑛  is the gravitational parameter of the Sun, 
 

𝑑 is length of the chord between  𝑃𝟏 and 𝑃2 as shown in figure 1, 
 

 𝒔  =
𝒓𝟏     + 𝒓  𝟐 +𝒅   

𝟐
   𝑠  is the semi-perimeter,  

 
𝑟1      and 𝑟2     are the position vectors, 
 

The function 𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏 returns a value of +1 if input value is positive and -1 if it is negative. 

2.1.3. Maximum Number of Multiple Revolutions Around the 

Sun 

For a given time of flight it is possible for a space craft to achieve multiple revolutions 

around the central body before it reaches its target. Many times these trajectories take 

longer but are less energy demanding. Kemble (2006) discusses this case. According 

to Kemble (2006) if circular coplanar orbits are considered, which is the case most 

often for our solar system then minimum ∆𝜈 required for acquiring the trajectory is 

independent of the number of revolutions in that case. The time required for optimum  

transfer is simply incremented by N times the transfer orbit period. Some facts which 

become significant are as follows: 
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 The optimal launch date or epochs will not be the same as the half-revolution 

ones, due to the extended transfer periods. 

 

 The excess hyperbolic speeds required for departure and arrival will also differ 

from the half-revolution type transfers, this is because of the difference in the 

planets location’s at the departure and arrival times. 

 
In practice, half –revolution class transfers are generally preferred to their longer 

counterparts yet many interesting possibilities may be missed if this is done as Becerra 

(2006) states in his paper. 

 

 

When multiple revolutions are considered, the maximum number of multiple 

revolutions can be found as given by Prussing (2000) according to Lesieur (2006). 

Prussing (2000) proposes using a plot of time of flight (tf) versus the semi-major axis 

(𝑎) using the generalized Langrange’s formulation for multiple-revolution to the 

Lambert’s Problem.  

 

 𝒕𝒇 =
𝟏

 𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏
𝒂
𝟑
𝟐 [𝟐𝑵𝝅+ 𝜶 − 𝜷 − (𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜷)] (2-6) 

 
where N is the number of complete revolutions around the central body, 

 

α and β are angles defined below: 

 𝒔𝒊𝒏
𝜶

𝟐
= (

𝒔

𝟐𝒂
)
𝟏
𝟐  (2-7) 

 𝒔𝒊𝒏
𝜷

𝟐
= (

𝒔 − 𝒅

𝟐𝒂
)
𝟏
𝟐  (2-8) 
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Where 𝑎 is the semi-major axis of the orbit. 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3: shows example of non dimensional (tf) vs. (a) plot                                                       
In this example tf is taken as 4.85 resulting in Nmax=2 complete revolutions                      

adapted from (Lesieur, 2006) 

 

We can observe from figure 3 that for each value of N there exists a specific minimum 

transfer time which is possible. N is equal to (Nmax +1) when  tminN  becomes greater 

than the time of flight at hand. In the above case it can be seen that Nmax  is equal to 

two. 

For finding  tminN  for different values of N We have to find the value 𝑎  for which 
𝑑(𝑡𝑓)

𝑑𝑎
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Is equal to zero or in other words we could say we have to find the roots of equation 2-

9 using Newton-Raphson method. Once value of 𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛  is found equation 2-6 is used to 

find value of  tminN  which is then compared with the time of flight. 

 𝜹 𝒕𝒇 

𝜹𝒙
=

𝟏
𝟐 

𝒂
𝝁

𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜶 − 𝜷 +  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜷 
𝒇(𝒂) 

(2-9) 

 
where 

 
𝒇 𝒂 =  𝟔𝑵𝝅 + 𝟑 𝜶 − 𝜷 −  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜷  .  𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜶 − 𝜷 

+  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜷  − 𝟖[𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜶 − 𝜷)] (2-10) 

2.1.4. Solving Lambert’s Problem For Hyperbolic Trajectory 

Once the initial calculations are done, it is checked if the time of flight is less than the 

parabolic time of flight. If it is less than the only possible way to achieve the flight is 

through a hyperbolic trajectory. 

 

The algorithm used is the one described in Vallado (2001) to solve Lambert problem 

using Battin’s method. Though it should be noted as Lesieur (2006) correctly points 

that the values given for 1and 2 in Vallado (2001) are not correct and instead the 

following values taken from Battin (1999) are used. 

 𝒉𝟏 =
 𝟏 + 𝒙 𝟐(𝟏+ 𝟑𝒙+ 𝝃)

 𝟏 + 𝟐𝒙+ 𝒍 (𝟒𝒙+ 𝝃(𝟑 + 𝒙))
 (2-11) 

 𝒉𝟐 =
𝒎(𝒙 − 𝒍+ 𝝃)

 𝟏 + 𝟐𝒙+ 𝒍 (𝟒𝒙+ 𝝃(𝟑 + 𝒙))
 (2-12) 

 
using this algorithm we get the value of the semi major axis(𝑎), and the velocity 

vectors 𝑣 1and 𝑣 2 at departure and arrival. 
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2.1.5. Solving Lambert’s Problem Using Prussing and Ochoa 

Method 

This method is based upon Ochoa’s work (1992) and is adapted here from Lesieur 

(2006). They propose using the Lagrange formulation between the semi-major axis 

and time of flight to obtain 2Nmax+1 orbit solution. The equation is recalled here 

again: 

 

 𝒕𝒇 =
𝟏

 𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏
𝒂
𝟑
𝟐 [𝟐𝑵𝝅+ 𝜶 − 𝜷 − (𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜷)] (2-14) 

 
where 𝜇𝑠𝑢𝑛 is the gravitational parameter of the Sun, 

𝑎 is the semi-major axis of the orbit, 

𝑁 is the number of complete  revolutions, 

𝑑 is the length of the chord between the two points, 

 𝒔 =
𝒓𝟏     + 𝒓  𝟐 +𝒅

𝟐
, 

as before alpha and beta are defined as follows: 

 

 𝒔𝒊𝒏
𝜶

𝟐
= (

𝒔

𝟐𝒂
)
𝟏
𝟐  (2-15) 

 and  

 𝒔𝒊𝒏
𝜷

𝟐
= (

𝒔 − 𝒅

𝟐𝒂
)
𝟏
𝟐  (2-16) 

 
according to Prussing (2000) for the lower portion of the curve the principle value of 

alpha has to be taken, which is as follows: 

 𝜶° = 𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏(
𝒔

𝟐𝒂
)
𝟏
𝟐 (2-17) 

for the upper part of the curve: 

 𝜶 = 𝟐𝝅 − 𝜶° (2-18) 
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The values of 𝛽 on the other hand only depend on the change in true anomaly 𝜃: 

 

 𝜷 = 𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏(
𝒔 − 𝒄

𝟐𝒂
)
𝟏
𝟐          𝒊𝒇 𝟎° ≤ 𝜽 < 180° (2-19) 

 

 𝜷 = −𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏(
𝒔 − 𝒄

𝟐𝒂
)
𝟏
𝟐          𝒊𝒇 𝟏𝟖𝟎° ≤ 𝜽 < 360° (2-20) 

 
for determining all the 2Nmax +1 solutions, again Newton-Raphson technique is used 

to solve the following equation: 

 

 𝒈 𝒂 = 𝒕𝒇 𝒂 − (𝒕𝒐𝒇)=0 (2-21) 

 
where tf(a) is the same as equation (2-14) and 𝒕𝒐𝒇 is the time of flight of the transfer. 

 

 
𝒈′(𝒂) =

𝟏
𝟐 

𝒂
𝝁

𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜶 − 𝜷 +  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜷 
𝒇(𝒂) 

(2-22) 

where 

 
𝒇 𝒂 =  𝟔𝑵𝝅 + 𝟑 𝜶 − 𝜷 −  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜷  .  𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜶 − 𝜷 

+  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜷  − 𝟖[𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜶 − 𝜷)] (2-23) 

 
Although Newton-Raphson converges remarkably quickly but on the downside it can 

diverge if the initial guess is not close to the root as is observed in figure 4. For this 

reason a semi-major axis initialisation has to be performed and checked for 

convergence. The algorithm for the semi-major axis initialisation can be found in 

Lesieur (2006). 

 
After all the 2Nmax +1 values of the semi-major axis 𝑎 has been found, the following 

sequence of calculations is performed as suggested by Lesieur (2006) to find the 

departure and arrival velocity vectors. First eccentricity 𝑒 is found after that angular 
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momentum  and then finally using Langrange’s parameters the departure and arrival 

velocities are found.  These equations are based on Battin (1999) and Curtis(2005): 

 

 

 

 

 

 𝒆 = 𝟏 −
𝟒 𝒔 − 𝒓𝟏  𝒔 − 𝒓𝟐 

𝒄𝟐
𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐(

𝜶+ 𝜷

𝟐
) (2-24) 

 

 𝒉 =  𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏𝒂(𝟏 − 𝒆𝟐) (2-25) 

 

 𝒇 = 𝟏 −
𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏𝒓𝟐
𝒉𝟐

(𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽) (2-26) 

 

 𝒈 =
𝒓𝟏𝒓𝟐
𝒉

𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽 (2-27) 

 

 𝒈 = 𝟏 −
𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏𝒓𝟏
𝒉𝟐

(𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽) (2-28) 

 

 𝒗   𝟏 =
𝟏

𝒈
 𝒓  𝟐 − 𝒇𝒓  𝟏    𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒗   𝟐 =

𝟏

𝒈
 𝒈 𝒓  𝟐 − 𝒓  𝟏        (2-29) 
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Figure 4: Shows the divergence of Newton-Raphson due to a1<𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛  

2.2. Different Models for Planetary Flyby 

There are different models present to simulate planetary flyby’s each with its own 

accuracy at the cost of complexity and computation. When interplanetary motion is 

considered in reality the motion of a spacecraft is a multi-body motion. But at point in 

space for the ease of calculation the concept of gravity sphere or sphere of influence is 

introduced to detect the body with the dominant gravity field. This concept of using 

sphere of influence is called patched conic technique. 

2.2.1. Numerical Integration 

For the most accurate simulation of the flyby of a planet according to Kemble (2006) 

numerical integration is the approach to go for. The only errors that come from this 

approach are due to the drift in the numerical integrator or the accuracy of the dynamic 

model being used. The equation used to model the gravity assist in the heliocentric 

system is given below. 

 
𝒅𝟐𝒓

𝒅𝒕𝟐
= −

𝝁

𝒓𝟑
𝒓  −

𝝁𝑴

𝒓𝒑
𝟑
𝒓𝒑     −

𝝁𝑴

𝒓𝒑𝒔
𝟑
𝒓𝒑𝒔         (2-30) 
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Here (𝑟 ) represents spacecrafts heliocentric position vector (𝑟 )p  is the planets position 

vector with respect to the Sun and (r ps ) is the spacecrafts position vector with respect 

to the flyby planet. The initial time for the simulation is at the instance the spacecraft 

is at or near the sphere of influence of the planet. The simulation is continued till the 

spacecraft leaves the sphere of influence of the planet. Using numerical integration of 

equation (2-30) the final Cartesian state relative to the Sun is found. This method has 

the disadvantage that for finding the optimum flyby a lot of computation is required. 

2.2.2. Patch Conic Over Specified Sphere of Influence 

Kemble (2006) then introduces the Patch Conic method for tackling the flyby problem. 

In this method the initial radial distance and the sphere of influence is specified which 

is then used to evaluate the initial true anomaly. In this method the Cartesian states at 

different times are evaluated by updating the mean anomaly as the time progresses. 

The only errors arising in this method is from the approximation that the motion of the 

spacecraft is not affected after leaving the sphere of influence. This error is negligible 

though. 

2.2.3. Link Conic Method 

In the Link conic method the major further simplification that is assumed is that the 

time spent in the sphere of influence is zero and the sphere of influence is basically a 

point. This assumption is valid because of the huge distances involved in space. 

Hence the velocity change is assumed to be instantaneous causing a discontinuity in 

the trajectory which has to be patched together at the point of flyby. Although because 

of this another parameter of B-Plane has to be considered to know the point of the 

flyby relative to the planet. The basic vector diagrams of a gravity assist manoeuvre 

are shown below in figure 5 and 6 from (Labunsky, 1998) as can be seen from them 

relative to the planet, the velocity only changes direction. This velocity is known as the 

hyperbolic excess velocity v  ∞ . The final heliocentric velocity V2
      may either increase or 

decrease; Increasing if the space craft approaches from the behind of the flyby planet. 

Angle φ is the angle by which the hyperbolic excess velocities turn. Angle γ is the 
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angle between V1
        and the velocity of the planet around which the flyby is taking place. 

The maximum turning that a planet can provide is given by the equation below. 

 𝝋𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏
𝝁𝒑

𝝁𝒑 + 𝒓𝒑𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒗∞
𝟐

 (2-31) 

 
It should be noted though that this equation is valid only for unpowered flyby case 

where there is no corrective manoeuvre at the point of closest approach which is the 

perigee of the hyperbola around the flyby body. 

 

 

Figure 5: vector diagram showing gravity assist flyby from front of the planet and 
hence decrease in net heliocentric velocity. From (Labunsky, 1998) 
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Figure 6: vector diagram showing gravity assist flyby from behind the planet and 
hence increase in the net heliocentric velocity. From (Labunsky, 1998) 

2.3. Different Approaches to Multi-gravity Assist 

The central theme for moving towards multi-gravity assist is basically patching together 

of trajectories found by Lambert’s theorem between multiple target planets. The other 

major problem that has to be catered for is to limit the number of possible trajectories 

according to mission constraints like Δv budget and the maximum thrust allowable by 

the thrusters. This second part is basically finding the optimum trajectory. To achieve 

these objectives different approaches have been taken in the literature. 

 

Longuski (1991) in his paper discusses the concept of Vis Viva matching which is 

basically  V∞
2 and is also known as the C3 energy. Each C3 energy can be associated 

with a set of launch and arrival dates. The First step they took was to fix the launch 

date and Vlaunch  which limited the number of scenarios substantially. The order of the 

planetary flybys is also required by them. After this the Lambert’s problem is solved for 

the first leg of the flyby as can be seen in figure 7. There would be multiple solutions 

for each time increment for each solution according to Longuski the second leg after 

the flyby is solved by the Lambert’s theorem and then the incoming and out going V∞  
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are matched. The details of this algorithm are explained by Williams (1990). There 

might or might not be a match. Once a vis viva match is found the trajectory is 

determined. There can be multiple trajectories that can be found each one happening 

at a different time and hence changing the future flybys configurations. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Trajectory path of spacecraft with the respective                                                          
Lambert’s solved trajectory legs. 

 
A more detailed approach is taken by Vasile and Pascale (2006) they propose using 

DSM(deep space manoeuvres) as well as illustrated in figure 8. A DSM is basically 

when thrusters is fired to change trajectory in between flight. A DSM is applied as a 

corrective manoeuvre during the flyby to target the next planet in the planetary flyby 

sequence. The Gravity Assist itself uses the link conic approximation in three 

dimensions. It is seen that minimizing the DSM is in itself a sub problem. According 
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Vasile the time after the swing-by, after which the DSM is applied effects the cost in 

terms of the ∆v requirements. It is shown by Vasile and Pascale in there paper that 

there approach leads to many more solutions which do not differ very much in the ∆v 

requirements than a free flyby. Yet they mention the added problem of the 

multimodality of the minima’s. Due to large increase in the possible solution in this 

case Vasile applies an algorithm which hybridizes an evolutionary based algorithm 

with a systematic branching strategy. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 8: Trajectory showing departure at To, DSM at time To+α1 and                                                 
a planetary flyby at planet two. 
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2.4. Existing Software 

Usually planetary flyby solvers are part of complex initial mission design tools. Usually 

the company have their own in house software’s. SBC (Swing –by Calculator) which is 

a licensed software developed by JAQAR (JAQAR website, 2008). This software is 

quiet complicated software and was used in several initial trajectory design studies. 

This software allows up to five planetary flybys. The swing-by can be powered and un-

powered and also there is possibility to allow for DSM (Deep Space Manoeuvres). 

To limit the number of possible branches of the problem the software puts a bound on 

the launch C3 and also on the maximum Δv per flyby. The dates for the launch are to 

be specified by the user and also a date and a range for the flyby of each planet is to 

be given. All this is done to prune the search space as much as possible because 

otherwise the computation time for the problem grows exponentially. They also require 

the arriving conditions at the final planet which as Becerra (2006) proposes can be 

used to prune the departure times as if the arrival times are not feasible then the 

departure dates before that planet need not be kept in consideration. Finally this 

software also allows for the results to be exported to STK for visualization which is 

quiet useful. The details of the working of the software are not available but they also 

specify the use of three optimizers enumerative (systematic), Monte Carlo and a 

Genetic algorithm. Out of these the Enumerative one is the most exhaustive in its 

finding of all the possible solution. 

 

The literature review shows that there are number of ways to approach the problem for 

the MGA (Multi-Gravity Assist) and each tool that was developed has its own set of 

constrains used to limit the search space and to find the optimum solution. 
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3. THEORY OF MULTI-GRAVITY ASSIST 
To understand how multi-gravity assist manoeuvres can be designed one must 

understand the dynamics involved. Also it is imperative that it is realized how the 

Lambert’s problem fits in to the Multi-Gravity Assist (MGA) problem refer to figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Solving Multi-Gravity Assist Problem Block Diagram 𝑥 represents time 

vector, 𝑟 is the position vector of planets,𝑟𝑝  is the radius of the planet and  ∆𝑣 is the 

change in velocity at perigee of flyby in 
𝑘𝑚

𝑠
 

 

First a time vector is generated, this time vector composes of departure, flybys and 

arrival times in Julian days. This needs to be evaluated by the ephemeris block which 

gives the position of all the bodies involved in the multi-gravity assist problem. In the 

next step the Lambert’s Problem Solver(LPS) uses the time vector and ephemeris to 

find the departure and arrival heliocentric velocities of the trajectories for each planet.  

 [∆𝑣1 …∆𝑣𝑛 ] 
 [𝑟𝑝1 … .  𝑟𝑝𝑛 ] 
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These heliocentric velocities are used to find the hyperbolic excess velocities  𝑉∞
𝑖𝑛  and 

𝑉∞
𝑜𝑢𝑡  of the incoming and outgoing hyperbolas. These are used by the Multi-Gravity 

Assist (MGA) solver to find the change in velocity required at the perigee of the 

hyperbola so as to patch the incoming and outgoing hyperbolas found from the LPS. 

The MGA calculates all the parameters defining the hyperbolas.  

In the end the objective function is calculated and feed back of constraint violations are 

forwarded to the time vector generator which effectively prunes out unfeasible 

trajectories and generates the time vector for the next set of calculations. The 

dynamics related to the MGA are presented now. 

3.1. Ephemeris Routine 

For solving the Lambert’s problem the first thing that one needs, is to define the two 

state vectors describing the position of the departure and arrival bodies at given times, 

these are known as ephemeris of the body or planet. This is achieved by first 

converting the calendar dates to Julian day time scale. Next the orbital elements are 

calculated using ephemeris tables. Using the Orbital elements the state vector of the 

bodies are evaluated first in the perifocal frame and then transformed in to the 

heliocentric ecliptic frame of reference. 

3.1.1. Julian Day System 

Julian day numbering system starts at noon Universal Time(UT) on 1𝑠𝑡  January 4713 

BC. The reason that Julian day system is preferred is that it is continuous and uniform 

as in this system one does not have to deal with different number of days in different 

months. This gives an advantage in calculating time between two events. One could 

simply subtract the JD numbers of the two events to find the time in-between them. 

The algorithm used here is the one Leisieur (2006) proposes and was developed by 

Fliegel and Van Flandern. 
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First time is converted to day fraction: 

 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆_𝑼𝑻 = 𝒉 +
𝒎𝒏

𝟔𝟎
+

𝒔

𝟑𝟔𝟎𝟎
 (3-1) 

after this , the JD is calculated as follows: 

 𝒂𝟏 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(
𝟏𝟒𝟔𝟏

𝟒
(𝒚+ 𝟒𝟖𝟎𝟎 + 𝒇𝒊𝒙(

𝒎− 𝟏𝟒

𝟏𝟐
))) (3-2) 

 𝒂𝟐 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(
𝟑𝟔𝟕

𝟏𝟐
(𝒎− 𝟐− 𝟏𝟐 × 𝒇𝒊𝒙(

𝒎− 𝟏𝟒

𝟏𝟐
))) (3-3) 

 𝒂𝟑 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(𝟑/𝟒𝒇𝒊𝒙(
𝟏

𝟏𝟎𝟎
(𝒚+ 𝟒𝟗𝟎𝟎 + 𝒇𝒊𝒙(

𝒎− 𝟏𝟒

𝟏𝟐
)))) (3-4) 

 𝒂𝟒 = 𝒅 − 𝟑𝟐𝟎𝟕.𝟓 (3-5) 

Finally 

 𝑱𝑫 = 𝒂𝟏 + 𝒂𝟐 + 𝒂𝟑 + 𝒂𝟒 + 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆_𝑼𝑻/𝟐𝟒 (3-6) 

Where 𝑓𝑖𝑥(𝑥) is a function returning the largest integer smaller than 𝑥. 

Now the algorithm for converting a 𝐽𝐷 back to calendar date. 

First 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑈𝑇 is evaluated from the Julian day number: 

 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆𝑼𝑻 = 𝑱𝑫 − 𝑱𝟎 + 𝟎.𝟓 (3-7) 

 𝒘𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆 𝑱𝟎 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(𝑱𝑫+ 𝟎.𝟓) (3-8) 

now the seconds, minutes and hours are extracted from the  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑈𝑇 : 

 𝒉 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(𝟐𝟒 × 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆_𝑼𝑻) (3-9) 

 𝒎𝒏 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙  𝟐𝟒 × 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆𝑼𝑻 − 𝒉 × 𝟔𝟎  (3-10) 

 
𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒔 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(((𝟐𝟒× 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆_𝑼𝑻 − 𝒉) × 𝟔𝟎 −𝒎𝒏)

× 𝟔𝟎)𝒑𝒖𝒕𝒆𝒒 (3-11) 

 

Now the day 𝑑, month 𝑚, and year 𝑦 are found using the following steps: 
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 𝒍 = 𝑱𝟎 + 𝟔𝟖𝟓𝟔𝟗 (3-12) 

 𝒏 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(
𝟒𝒍

𝟏𝟒𝟔𝟎𝟗𝟕
) (3-13) 

 𝒍 = 𝒍 − 𝒇𝒊𝒙(
𝟏𝟒𝟔𝟎𝟗𝟕𝒏 + 𝟑

𝟒
) (3-14) 

 𝒊 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙  
𝟒𝟎𝟎𝟎(𝒍+ 𝟏)

𝟏𝟒𝟔𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟏
  (3-15) 

 𝒍 = 𝒍 − 𝒇𝒊𝒙  
𝟏𝟒𝟔𝟏𝒊

𝟒
 + 𝟑𝟏 (3-16) 

 𝒋 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(
𝟖𝟎𝒍

𝟐𝟒𝟒𝟕
) (3-17) 

 𝒅 = 𝒍 − 𝒇𝒊𝒙(
𝟐𝟒𝟒𝟕 × 𝒋

𝟖𝟎
) (3-18) 

 𝒍 = 𝒇𝒊𝒙(
𝒋

𝟏𝟏
) (3-19) 

 𝒎 = 𝒋+ 𝟐 − 𝟏𝟐𝒍 (3-20) 

 𝒚 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎 ×  𝒏 − 𝟒𝟗 + 𝒊 + 𝒍 (3-21) 

 

3.1.2. Planets Orbital elements 

After acquiring the JD one can proceed to find out the planets orbital elements to 

achieve our goal of finding the heliocentric position vectors of the planets. The 

NASA/JPL website (2008) provides a table of the orbital elements of the planets of the 

solar system on (1 January 2000, 12 hr UT) or J2000 for short. It also provides the rate 

which these orbital elements change over the century. 

NASA states that this table is valid from the years 1800 to 2050. The table is 

reproduced in appendix A for reference. 
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Now taking reference from J2000 the orbital elements at a specific Julian Day can now 

be computed with ease as follows: 

First let 𝑇0 be the number of centuries between J2000 and the event date of interest. 

 

The semi-major axis 𝑎 in 𝑘𝑚: 

 𝒂 =  𝒂𝟎 + 𝒂  × 𝑻𝟎) × 𝟏.𝟒𝟗𝟓𝟗𝟕𝟖𝟕𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎𝟖  (3-22) 

the eccentricity 𝑒: 

 𝒆 = 𝒆𝟎 + 𝒆 × 𝑻𝟎 (3-23) 

the inclination 𝑖, in degrees: 

 𝒊 = 𝒊𝟎 + 𝒊   × 𝑻𝟎 (3-24) 

the right ascension of the ascending node Ω, in degrees: 

 𝜴 = 𝜴𝟎 + 𝜴  × 𝑻𝟎 (3-25) 

the longitude of perihelion 𝜔 , in degrees: 

 𝝎 = 𝝎 𝟎 +𝝎  × 𝑻𝟎 (3-26) 

the mean longitude 𝐿, in degrees3 

 𝑳 = 𝑳𝟎 + 𝑳 × 𝑻𝟎 (3-27) 

the angular momentum , in 𝑘𝑚2𝑠−1: 

 𝒉 =  𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏 × 𝒂 × (𝟏 − 𝒆𝟐) (3-28) 

where (𝜇𝑠𝑢𝑛 = 1.327 × 1011  𝑘𝑚3𝑠−2) is the gravitational parameter of Sun. 

The argument of perihelion 𝜔, in degrees: 

 𝝎 = 𝝎 − 𝜴 (3-29) 

The mean anomaly 𝑀, in degrees: 
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 𝑴 = 𝑳 − 𝝎  (3-30) 

the eccentric anomaly 𝐸, in degrees is found by solving the Kepler’s equation using 

Newton-Raphson iteration. Kepler’s equation is as follows: 

 𝑴 = 𝑬 − 𝒆 × 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝑬) (3-31) 

and finally the true anomaly 𝑇𝐴, in degrees: 

 𝑻𝑨 = 𝟐 × 𝒕𝒂𝒏−𝟏 
𝟏+ 𝒆

𝟏 − 𝒆
 𝒕𝒂𝒏 

𝑬(𝒓𝒂𝒅)

𝟐
 ×

𝟏𝟖𝟎

𝝅
 (3-32) 

There are a few things to note here. mean anomaly 𝑀, and eccentric anomaly 𝐸, in 

equation (3-31) both need to be in 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠. The following orbital elements 

𝑀,Ω,𝜔 ,𝐿,𝐸 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝐴 have to remain between 0° and 360°. If they lie outside this range 

they need to be adapted to lie within this range. 

3.1.3. Position Vector from Orbital Elements 

Now that the orbital elements are known one is able to find the corresponding state 

vector of the object at the specified Julian Day. The method prescribed by 

Lesieur(2006) is taken from Curtis(2005). The procedure dictates that first the position 

vectors are found in the perifocal coordinate system (𝑝 𝑞 𝑤   ) and then a transformation 

matrix is used to transform the vector to the heliocentric ecliptic frame of reference 

(𝑖 𝑗 𝑘  ). The two frames are presented below with the relevant transformation matrix. 

The center of the perifocal plane is the focus of the orbit. The vector 𝑝  is along apse 

line in the direction of the perigee, 𝑞  lies 90° to 𝑝  in the direction of flight. 𝑝 𝑞  plane is 

the plane of the orbit. And finally 𝑤    is normal to the orbit, in the direction of     the 

angular momentum vector. The frame is shown in figure 10. 
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Figure 10: The perifocal plane of reference with 𝑝 𝑞 𝑤    as base vectors. 

The position vector in this frame are found using the following formulae from 

Curtis(2005): 

 𝒓  𝒑𝒒𝒘 =
𝒉𝟐

𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏

𝟏

𝟏+ 𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽
 
𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽
𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽
𝟎

  (3-34) 

And 

 𝒗   𝒑𝒒𝒘 =
𝒉

𝝁𝒔𝒖𝒏
 
−𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽
𝒆+ 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽

𝟎
  (3-35) 

 

now by using a simple transformation matrix these can be converted to the heliocentric 

frame of reference. The heliocentric frame of reference is centred on the Sun. The 

vector 𝑖  points toward the vernal equinox , 𝑘     points toward the north ecliptic pole and 𝑗  

completes the orthogonal coordinate system. The plane 𝑝 𝑞  is called the ecliptic plane. 

This frame can be visualized from figure 11. 
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Figure 11: The heliocentric ecliptic frame of reference adapted from Curtis(2005) 

 

The transformation matrix that transforms any vector from perifocal frame to 

heliocentric frame is as follows: 

𝑸𝒑𝒒𝒘→𝒊𝒋𝒌

=  
𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜴𝒄𝒐𝒔𝝎 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜴𝒔𝒊𝒏𝝎𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒊 −𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜴𝒔𝒊𝒏𝝎 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜴𝒄𝒐𝒔𝝎𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒊 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜴𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒊
𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜴𝒄𝒐𝒔𝝎+ 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜴𝒔𝒊𝒏𝝎𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒊 −𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜴𝒔𝒊𝒏𝝎+ 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜴𝒄𝒐𝒔𝝎𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒊 −𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜴𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒊

𝒔𝒊𝒏𝝎𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒊 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝝎𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒊 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒊
  

(3-36) 

where Ω is the right ascension of the ascending node, 𝜔 being the argument of 

perihelion and 𝑖  the inclination of the orbit. 

 

Now by simple matrix multiplication the following transformation are performed  
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 𝒓  𝒊𝒋𝒌 = 𝑸𝒑𝒒𝒘→𝒊𝒋𝒌 × 𝒓  𝒑𝒒𝒘 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒗   𝒊𝒋𝒌 = 𝑸𝒑𝒒𝒘→𝒊𝒋𝒌 × 𝒗   𝒑𝒒𝒘 (3-37) 

 

3.2. Lambert’s Problem 

After the ephemeris routine is accomplished one can solve the Lambert’s problem 

using the method discussed in the section 2.1. Hence one is able to find out the 

departure and arrival velocity vectors of the trajectory. These velocity vectors are used 

to find the incoming and outgoing hyperbolic excess velocities by the following 

formulae which are then used by the Multi-Gravity Assist Solver (MGA). 

 𝑽   ∞
𝒊𝒏 = 𝑽   𝑺𝑪

𝒊𝒏
 
− 𝑽𝑷        (3-38) 

 𝑽   ∞
𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝑽   𝑺𝑪

𝒐𝒖𝒕
 
− 𝑽𝑷       (3-39) 

where 

𝑉  ∞
𝑖𝑛    : is the incoming velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the flyby planet. 

𝑉  ∞
𝑜𝑢𝑡  : is the outgoing velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the flyby planet. 

𝑉  𝑆𝐶
𝑖𝑛    : is the heliocentric incoming velocity of the spacecraft. 

𝑉  𝑆𝐶
𝑜𝑢𝑡  : is the heliocentric outgoing velocity of the spacecraft. 

𝑉  𝑝      : is the heliocentric velocity of the flyby planet. 

There are some modifications that are to be applied to the LPS before it can be 

employed in the MGA solver. As already stated in section 2.1.1 that all our planets in 

the solar system are moving anti-clockwise, hence having a departure in retrograde 

direction is completely unfeasible, due to this reason retrograde orbits where not 

incorporated in the MGA solver, so as to save computation time. 

Longuski and Williams, (1991) propose to make the number of revolutions about the 

central body (Sun) to be a constraint in the Optimisation problem so as to limit the 

computation cost of solving the Lambert’s problem. Becerra, (2006) however suggests 

that some interesting solutions might be lost and instead proposes that most of the 

solutions are unfeasible and if a proper pruning scheme is employed it can 

considerably reduce the computations required for finding an optimum multi-gravity 
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assist trajectory. The trajectories can become unfeasible if for example their departure 

energy is too high or if the ∆𝑉 required for the powered flybys are above the capacity 

of the spacecraft thrusters.  

In the MGA software Becerra’s, (2006) approach is employed for its ability to find 

interesting solutions with less computational load. 

3.3. Gravity Assist flyby trajectory 

The gravity assist trajectories around the planet are hyperbolic in nature. If it’s a 

powered flyby the departure and arrival hyperbolas are different in their nature but with 

same 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  . Where 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  is the perigee radius of the two hyperbolas. The geometry of 

the powered flyby will be looked in to in this section and also the procedure for 

patching up the incoming and outgoing Lambert’s trajectories using the powered flyby 

hyperbolas. 

3.3.1. The Hyperbolic Orbit  

Hyperbolic trajectories are the most energetic of all the trajectories. First the standard 

hyperbolic trajectories would be discussed and then the more specific case of powered 

hyperbolic flyby would be analysed, which is more relevant to the problem of MGA. 

 

Figure 12: The unpowered hyperbolic orbit. 
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Orbit equations for hyperbolic trajectories are exactly the same as the ecliptic ones 

except for some differences. For the hyperbolic case the semi-major axis is negative 

(a < 0) and eccentricity is greater than one, e > 1 . The equation for the radius is given 

as follows. 

 

 𝒓 =
𝒂 𝟏 − 𝒆𝟐 

𝟏+ 𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽 
 (3-40) 

where 𝑎 is the semi-major axis,𝑒 is the eccentricity and 𝜃 is the true anomaly. 

 

Another equation of interest for us is for 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  or radius of perigee. 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  can be evaluated 

from equation (3-40) by substituting 𝜃 = 0. After the substitution equation (3-40) 

becomes: 

 𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓 = 𝒂(𝟏 − 𝒆) (3-41) 

 

Now we look at the vis-viva equation this equation gives the velocity at each point in 

the orbit. That is same as the one for an elliptical orbit. 

 𝑽 =  𝝁(
𝟐

𝒓
−
𝟏

𝒂
) (3-42) 

 

Equation (3-42) gives us the definition of 𝑉∞ .  As 𝑟 → ∞ the velocity equation reduces 

to: 

 𝑽∞ =  −
𝝁

𝒂
 (3-43) 
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𝑉∞  is defined as the hyperbolic excess velocity. It is basically the velocity that the 

spacecraft acquires when it has escaped from the gravitational field of the primary 

body which can be a departure, arrival or flyby body. We consider this distance to be 

𝑟∞ . 

One should note that equation (3-42) and (3-43) are valid whether the spacecraft is 

approaching or leaving the gravitational body for the unpowered case. This means that 

the incoming and outgoing hyperbolic excess velocities would be equal in magnitude. 

 𝑽∞
𝒊𝒏 = 𝑽∞

𝒐𝒖𝒕 (3-44) 

This is just a consequence of conservation of energy. No energy is added or removed 

from the system during the flyby. The net result of a flyby from behind the planet is that 

the heliocentric velocity of the spacecraft increases. The reason for this is that the 

Planet loses momentum and the spacecraft gains the momentum lost by the planet 

and hence the increase in the heliocentric velocity of the spacecraft. To visualize this 

one can imagine a ping pong ball being hit by the blade of a fan. Although the fan 

would lose momentum but that is very small compared to the total momentum of the 

fan, hence only the change in speed of the space craft is observed easily and not the 

planet. 

Table 2: The energies of the planets of the solar system and there semi-major axis in 

(AU) adapted from Kemble(2006). 

 

Specific Energy         (
 𝑚2

𝑠2 ) 
Relative Energy 
wrt    earth 

semi major 
axis(AU) 

Mercury -1.14 x109 -6.99 x108 0.38709893 

Venus -6.10 x108 -1.69 x108 0.72333199 

Earth -4.41 x108 0.00 1.00000011 

Mars -2.90 x108 1.51 x108 1.52366231 

Jupiter -8.48 x107 3.56 x108 5.20336301 

Saturn -4.63 x107 3.95 x108 9.53707032 

Uranus -2.30 x107 4.18 x108 19.1912639 

Neptune -1.47 x107 4.26 x108 30.0689635 

Pluto -1.12 x107 4.30E x108 39.4816868 
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Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto 

Figure 13: Planetary orbital energies with respect to the Sun, relative to the Earth’s 
energy with respect to the Sun. 

 

It can be observed from figure 13 how MGA can be used to gain energy by flybys to 

reach outer planets of the solar system. Kemble(2006) points an interesting fact here 

which is worth mentioning . Kemble observes that to reach Mercury is more difficult in 

terms of energy then for example Pluto which is furthest from Earth in terms of 

distance. One should also note that for reaching for example Venus or Mercury the 

total energy of the orbit has to be decreased. 
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Figure 14: vector diagram showing the relation between the maximum heliocentric ∆𝑉 

and 𝜑. 

 

Another important factor that needs to be understood is that how much ∆𝑉  a planet is 

able to provide during a flyby in the heliocentric frame of reference. 

As one can see from figure 14 the change in heliocentric velocity is ∆𝑉  = 𝑉2      − 𝑉1       

It can be deduced further from the figure that: 

 ∆𝑽 = 𝟐𝒗∞𝟏𝒔𝒊𝒏  
𝝋

𝟐
 =

𝟐 𝒗∞𝝁𝒑

 𝝁𝒑 + 𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓(𝒗∞𝟏 
𝟐

)
 (3-45) 

 

where 𝜑 is the turning angle 𝛿  , 𝑣∞1 is the hyperbolic excess velocity and 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  is the 

radius of perigee of the hyperbola. 
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Labunsky(1998) tabulates Table 3  from equation (3-45) by putting the derivative of ∆𝑉 

with resepect to 𝑣∞1 equal to zero and then using it to find the ∆𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥  .According to 

Labunsky ∆𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥  is easily attained by substituting : 

 𝒗∞ =  
𝝁𝒑

𝒓𝒑𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒆𝒕
 (3-46) 

where 𝜇𝑝  is the gravitational constant of the planet and 𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑡  is the radius of the 

planet. This shows us that out of all the planets Jupiter can provide the maximum 

amount of ∆𝑉 during a flyby. 

Table 3: Maximum possible value of spacecraft velocity increase ∆𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥  𝑘𝑚/𝑠 during 
an unpowered flyby. 

Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto 
 

3.01 7.33 7.91 3.55 42.73 25.62 15.18 16.75 1.10 
 

 

Now some more equations which are of use to us are analysed. The amount of 

deflection of the spacecraft after the flyby is called the turning angle as discussed 

earlier. The equation that relates the turning angle to the eccentricity of the hyperbola 

is as follows: 

 𝜹 = 𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏  
𝟏

𝒆
  (3-47) 

the other quantity, aiming radius is very important when it comes to actual navigation 

of the spacecraft towards the flyby planet. The aiming radius ∆ can be calculated using 

the following equation: 

 ∆=
𝝁𝒑

𝑽∞
𝟐
 (𝒆𝟐 − 𝟏) (3-48) 
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where 𝑒 is the eccentricity, 𝜇𝑝  the gravitational parameter of the planet and 𝑉∞  is the 

hyperbolic excess velocity. In geometric terms the aiming radius is the minimum 

distance between the approach asymptote and the centre of the planet around which 

the flyby is taking place. Now that basic relations of hyperbola have been described, 

one can move on to the case of a powered hyperbolic flyby and its relations. 

3.3.2. The Powered Hyperbolic Orbit  

The powered hyperbolic orbit consists of two hyperbolas with different orbital elements 

yet the same 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  (radius of perigee).Hence the complete orbit consists of two orbit 

segments joined together by a velocity change ∆𝑉. This velocity change is performed 

using a rocket motor at the periapsis where the motor is most efficient in changing the 

orbital velocity. 

 

 

 

Figure 15: The incoming and outgoing legs of the powered flyby hyperbola 
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Figure 16: The combined incoming and outgoing hyperbolas with the incoming 

hyperbola having eccentricity 𝑒1 , semi-major axis 𝑎1 and the outgoing having orbital 
elements 𝑎2 and 𝑒2. 

 

Figure 16 shows how the departure and arrival hyperbolas with same 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  are joined 

together to form a new trajectory. These orbits have different specific energies and 

thus also have different periapse velocities. In figure 16 the incoming periapse velocity 

𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑟
𝑖𝑛  is less than the departure periapse velocity 𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑟

𝑜𝑢𝑡 hence, a thrust is required to 

produce a ∆𝑉 which increases the arrival periapse velocity so that it matches with the 

outgoing one. It should be noted though that the case could be reversed and the 

incoming periapse velocity can be less than that of the outgoing one. If that happens 

the ∆𝑉 required is used to decrease the velocity instead of increasing it.             

Equation (3-49,50) shows the relation between the periapse velocity and the elements 

of the hyperbola. 
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 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒓
𝒊𝒏 = 𝝁𝒑 ×  

𝟐

𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓
−
𝟏

𝒂𝟏
  (3-49) 

 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒓
𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝝁𝒑 ×  

𝟐

𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓
−
𝟏

𝒂𝟐
  (3-50) 

In the above equations 𝜇𝑝  represents the gravitational constant of the flyby planet and 

𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑟
𝑖𝑛 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡

 represent the velocities at the periapse. We are able to find the ∆𝑉 from the 

periapse velocities using the following relation: 

 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒓
𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒓

𝒊𝒏 + ∆𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑴 (3-51) 

where ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  stands for change in Velocity for power flyby manoeuvre. It should be 

noted here that ∆𝑉 is performed collinear with the periapse velocities. 

In the powered flyby case the turning angle now depends on both the incoming and 

outgoing hyperbolas as can be seen from figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17: The geometric analysis for finding turning angle 𝛿 for the                       
powered flyby case. 
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The turning angle is the angle between the incoming hyperbolic excess velocity 𝑉∞
𝑖𝑛  

and the outgoing hyperbolic excess velocity 𝑉∞
𝑜𝑢𝑡 .The solid lines in figure 17 represent 

the actual path of the spacecraft. From figure 17 the following relation can be deduced: 

 𝜹 =
𝜹𝟏
𝟐

+
𝜹𝟐
𝟐

 (3-52) 

 

 

where: 

 𝛿 is new total turning angle for the combined trajectory. 

 𝛿1 is the turning angle for 𝑉∞
𝑖𝑛  and 

 𝛿2 is the turning angle for 𝑉∞
𝑜𝑢𝑡 . 
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4. SOLVING THE GRAVITY ASSIST PROBLEM 
Now that we have grasped the basics of planetary flybys, one is in a position to solve 

for the characteristics of the two connecting hyperbolas for the case of powered flyby 

manoeuvre. This chapter describes what methodology is used to solve for the orbital 

elements of the flyby if it is physically possible in the limits of the spacecraft system. 

These limits include for example the maximum thrust available to the rocket motor 

during the flyby and minimum altitude that the spacecraft is allowed to approach the 

planet during the flyby. These limits are taken from the user before launch of the MGA 

problem. 

4.1. Procedure for Solution 

For solving of the gravity assist problem to find the ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  and 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟   it is necessary to 

start off with the quantities that are already available. The value of 𝑉∞
𝑖𝑛  and 𝑉∞

𝑜𝑢𝑡  are 

available from the LPS.  

 

 𝑽   ∞
𝒊𝒏 = 𝑽   𝑺𝑪

𝒊𝒏
 
− 𝑽𝑷        (4-1) 

 𝑽   ∞
𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝑽   𝑺𝑪

𝒐𝒖𝒕
 
− 𝑽𝑷       (4-2) 

 
 
these are used to find the semi major axis of the incoming and outgoing hyperbolas. 

Equation 3-43 is rearranged for this purpose in to the equations stated below: 

 
 

 𝒂𝟏 =
𝝁

 𝑽∞
𝒊𝒏 

𝟐
 (4-3) 

 𝒂𝟐 =
𝝁

 𝑽∞
𝒐𝒖𝒕 𝟐

 (4-4) 

 

 

where: 

𝑎1 is incoming hyperbolas semi-major axis. 
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𝑎2 is outgoing hyperbolas semi-major axis and 

𝜇 is the gravitational constant of the planet. 

 

 

 

 

The desired value of the required turning angle is calculated next by performing dot 

product of the incoming and outgoing V infinity vectors. 

 

 𝜹 = 𝒄𝒐𝒔−𝟏  
𝑽   ∞
𝒊𝒏.𝑽   ∞

𝒐𝒖𝒕

|𝑽∞
𝒊𝒏||𝑽∞

𝒐𝒖𝒕| 
  (4-5) 

 
now since the periapse radius, 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟 , is the same for both the incoming and outgoing leg 

of the hyperbolic orbit it can be stated then: 

 

 𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓 = 𝒂𝟏 𝟏 − 𝒆𝟏 = 𝒂𝟐(𝟏 − 𝒆𝟐) (4-6) 

 
where in equation (4-6) number one represents the incoming hyperbola and two the 

outgoing one. 

 

Finally the equation for turning angle is equivalent to half the turning angle of the 

incoming orbit plus half the turning angle of the outgoing orbit as discussed earlier in 

chapter 3. 

 

 𝜹 =
𝜹𝟏
𝟐

+
𝜹𝟐
𝟐

 (4-7) 

 
the values of incoming and outgoing deltas in equation (4-7) are replaced using the 

following equation from section 3.3.1. 
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 𝜹 = 𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏  
𝟏

𝒆
  (4-8) 

 
Hence equation (4-7) takes the following form: 

 

 𝜹 = 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏  
𝟏

 𝒆𝟏  
 + 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏  

𝟏

 𝒆𝟐
  (4-9) 

 
It should be noted here that both incoming and outgoing hyperbolas eccentricities are 

unknown. 

There is no direct solution to these equations; hence the procedure that is used here is 

to rearrange equation (4-6) so as to isolate 𝑒1 . 

 
 

 𝒆𝟏 =
𝒂𝟐
𝒂𝟏
 𝒆𝟐 − 𝟏 + 𝟏 (4-10) 

 
 
 
 
 
and then substitute 𝑒1 it in to equation (4-9) so as to acquire an equation for 𝛿 in terms 

of 𝑒2 as shown in equation (4-11). 

 

 𝜹 = 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏 
𝟏

𝒂𝟐
𝒂𝟏
 𝒆𝟐 − 𝟏 + 𝟏

 + 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏  
𝟏

𝒆𝟐 
    (4-11) 

 
The equation (4-11) is reorganized so as to make it more easy to use in the Newton 

Raphson iterative method. 

 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏  𝜹 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏  
𝟏

𝒆𝟐
  =

𝟏
𝒂𝟐
𝒂𝟏
 𝒆𝟐 − 𝟏 + 𝟏

 (4-12) 

 
and finally the desired form is achieved as shown below. 
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 𝒇 =  
𝒂𝟐
𝒂𝟏
 𝒆𝟐 − 𝟏 + 𝟏 × 𝒔𝒊𝒏   𝜹 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏(

𝟏

𝒆𝟐
) − 𝟏 = 𝟎 (4-13) 

 

For solving the above equation for 𝑒2 using Newton Raphson method we need to find 

the derivative of 𝑓 with respect to 𝑒2. 

 

For ease we let  

 

 
𝒂𝟐
𝒂𝟏

= 𝒂𝒓 (4-14) 

 
then 
 

 

𝒅𝒇

𝒅𝒆𝟐
=  𝒂𝒓.𝒆𝟐 − 𝒂𝒓+ 𝟏 ×

𝒄𝒐𝒔  𝜹 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏(
𝟏
𝒆𝟐

) 

(𝒆𝟐)𝟐 𝟏−
𝟏

(𝒆𝟐)𝟐

+ 𝒂𝒓. 𝒔𝒊𝒏  𝜹 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏−𝟏  
𝟏

𝒆𝟐
   

(4-15) 

 

after the use of Newtorn Raphson numerical method to find 𝑒2 . 

 

𝑒1,𝛿,velocity at perigee and aiming radius can be easily found by substitution where. 

 

 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒓
𝒊𝒏 = 𝝁𝒑 ×  

𝟐

𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓
−
𝟏

𝒂𝟏
  (4-16) 

 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒓
𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝝁𝒑 ×  

𝟐

𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓
−
𝟏

𝒂𝟐
  (4-17) 

 ∆𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑴 = 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒓
𝒐𝒖𝒕 − 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒓

𝒊𝒏  (4-18) 

and finally the aiming radius is found by the relation given in (Curtis ,2005). 
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 ∆= 𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓 𝟏+
𝝁𝒑

𝒓𝒑𝒆𝒓𝑽∞
𝟐

 (4-19) 

 
It is pertinent to note that this process is performed for each flyby in the path of the 

trajectory. 

After that all the constraints are checked to perform pruning of the search space. This 

would be looked in to more detail in chapter 5. 
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5. PRUNING AND OPTIMISATION OF 

TRAJECTORIES 

Once the complete trajectory is evaluated and variables such as departure 𝐶3  of first 

leg, flyby radius 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟   and required ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  of all the flybys are known the next steps that 

needs to be performed are discussed in this chapter. 

The things that are first looked at are the used Optimisation technique and the 

description of the objective function that is used as a criterion for finding the optimum 

trajectory. Secondly the problem of dimensionality of computations is discussed and 

how constraint violations of 𝐶3, 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  and ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀   in any leg of the trajectory are used to 

prune out all the unfeasible combination of dates that will result in unfeasible 

trajectories. 

Finally all the steps are summarized which are performed for solving the MGA 

problem. 

5.1. Optimisation Technique 

A criterion is needed, to establish the best MGA trajectory out of all the trajectories. 

This criterion of course depends on the specific mission requirements. The MGA 

software made by the author gives the user the choice to select from three different 

Optimisation criteria’s which are discussed in this section. The criteria’s are based on 

objective functions whose values are a bench mark of the trajectory. There are 

different search methods for finding the optimum trajectory from the value of the 

objective function. The one that is used in the MGA solver is the enumeration search 

method. Before the enumeration method can be further elaborated, the objective 

functions need to be examined in more detail. 

5.1.1. Objective Functions 

As discussed earlier the MGA problem is complicated further by the fact that there are 

multiple trajectories possible for each scenario, hence a trajectory has to be selected 
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amongst them. Once that is done an overall optimum MGA trajectory has to be chosen 

amongst all the trajectories. Instead of removing the multi-revolution solutions from the 

LPS as proposed by Becerra, (2006) to make the function injective. It was decided 

instead to select one of the solution amongst them based on a selection choice given 

by the user instead. 

The user can choose Optimisation based on either departure, arrival and total 

𝐶3.Where 𝐶3 is square of the velocity at infinity.The procedure that is followed is that 

first a trajectory from the concerned leg is chosen from the LPS which has the 

minimum 𝐶3, which may be departure, arrival or total depending on the choice. Next 

the overall optimum MGA trajectory is selected, based on one of the following three 

objective functions: 

 

 𝑶𝒃𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝑭𝒖𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒆 = 𝑪𝟑𝒅𝒆𝒑 + ∆𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑴𝒊
𝟐

𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

 (5-1) 

 𝑶𝒃𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝑭𝒖𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒊𝒗𝒂𝒍 = 𝑪𝟑𝒂𝒓𝒓 + ∆𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑴𝒊
𝟐

𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

 (5-2) 

 

and finally 

 𝑶𝒃𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝑭𝒖𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 = 𝑪𝟑𝒂𝒓𝒓 + 𝑪𝟑𝒅𝒆𝒑 + ∆𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑴𝒊
𝟐

𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

 (5-3) 

where: 

𝐶3𝑎𝑟𝑟  is the 𝐶3  energy at the arrival planet, also known as the velocity at infinity 

squared. 

𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝  being the departure energy required at the initial departure planet. 
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∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  is the change in velocity at the perigee required from thrusters during the flyby 

manoeuvre for patching together the two trajectories from the LPS. 

 

 

The minimization of the objective function results in the minimization of the fuel used 

during the mission. It also translates in to the fact that the amount of payload mass the 

spacecraft can carry is more as you need to carry less fuel onboard. Depending on the 

mission, you choose which 𝐶3 energy is more important departure, arrival or total. In 

most cases the departure 𝐶3 is minimized because launch is the most energy critical 

phase. You can also choose to select an optimum trajectory based on both overall 

minimum departure and arrival 𝐶3.  

It should be noted here though that the change in velocity during the flyby manoeuvre 

is squared for the objective function this has three advantages it makes the units same 

for both, secondly when the change in velocity is squared it also get rids of the sign of 

the change and finally it gives a balanced weighing to each stage. It is possible to give 

a different weighing factor to each value but that would make the use of the software 

complicated without giving much advantage. The only benefit of the different weighing 

factor approach that comes to mind is that maybe in a specific mission the relative 

importance of the change in velocity performed at a specific planet is much more 

important than the rest.  

Another point that needs to be mentioned here is that again to keep the software easy 

to use the departure energy is only quantified by the 𝐶3 energy requirement only. This 

has two advantages, you don’t need any information about the launcher or the 

declination angle of the launch, secondly the trajectories that you are going to find 

would lie in most cases in the same time windows and as this is an initial phase zero 

design tool that is adequate enough for the tool. The same holds true for the arrival 

conditions we are not talking in to consideration what kind of orbit we desire when we 

reach our target planet 
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5.1.1. Enumeration Search Method 

Enumerative search method goes through all the grid points in a bounded region while 

storing the current best that it finds. At each grid point or in the case at hand the times 

of launch, departure and flybys the objective function is computed. The step size that 

is used to step between the different grid values needs to be adjusted properly. If the 

step size is too big one might miss the optimum MGA trajectory that is being sought. 

On the other hand if one is tempted to choose a mesh which is too fine, the time 

penalty for the computations just becomes too enormous to bear. Figure 18 illustrates 

how the enumeration method scans the function for the optimum values. 

 

Figure 18: The enumerative search method scans through all  
grid points in a given region. adapted from (Kenneth,2005) 

 

There are both advantages and disadvantages of the enumerative search method 

approach table four gives an overview of different optimizers and their benefits. 
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Table 4: Gives an overview of different optimisers, based upon Kenneth (2005) 

 

 

The thing that needs to be looked at is that Enumerative approach is the only 

approach that completely guarantees global convergence but on the down side it is the 

slowest. The remedy to which is pruning of unfeasible trajectories. This would be 

discussed shortly but first the term global needs to be discussed further here. Due to 

the complex relative motion of the planets the objective function has many local 

minima which are spread over the spectrum of the grid. Care has to be taken that the 

minima found is the global one and not just a local one. To illustrate this fact observe 

figure 19 which has multiple minima’s. The enumerative approach is superior in this 

regard as it always finds the global minimum if the step size is appropriate. As stated 

earlier smaller step size increases the computation time, to understand this problem of 

dimensionality of the enumerative method needs to be understood. 
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Figure 19: The peaks graph drawn in matlab showing multiple  
minima’s 

 

5.2. Pruning the Search Space 

As mentioned before the enumeration method suffers from the plague of 

dimensionality. What does dimensionality mean here? It means that a grid of 𝑁 points 

in one dimenstion would have 𝑁𝐷 points in 𝐷 dimensions. If a case of two flyby’s is 

considered the total numbers of planets involved becomes four, when the departure 

and arrival planets are included. Hence this problem will have four dimensions. The 

number of points can differ in each dimension. The time vector would be as follows 

 𝒙 = [𝑻𝒅𝒆𝒑,𝑻𝒇𝒍𝒚𝒃𝒚𝟏,𝑻𝒇𝒍𝒚𝒃𝒚𝟐,𝑻𝒕𝒂𝒓] (5-4) 

 

It should be noted for each combination of the time vector a value of the objective 

function is calculated and stored and then is compared with the other calculated 

values for the global minimum. Every calculation of the above time vector involves the 

solution of the LPS three times as we have three possible legs. The legs are as follows 

departure to flyby1, flyby1 to flyby2 and in the end flyby2 to the target planet. Each leg 

involves the computation of more than 30 variables out of which Keplers problem, 
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finding semi-major axis of ellipse and the flyby problem all involve Newton Raphson 

iterations for the solution. Hence a lot of computations are involved in the process and 

pruning of the search space is necessary. 

To achieve pruning as stated before an approach based on (Becerra, 2006) is used. 

The first thing that needs to be defined for achieving pruning of the search space is to 

have constraints on the search space. The constraints used for the pruning the search 

space, are listed next. 

5.2.1. Constraints 

Departure 𝐶3 contraint:  

 It has been shown according to Becerra (2006) that this constraint alone prunes the 

search space significantly.  Even if an enormously high 𝐶3 departure of 100 𝑘𝑚2/𝑠2 is 

set as constraint, less than 50% of the search space becomes valid. The procedure for 

pruning out the search space is that if a leg of the multi-gravity assist trajectory is 

invalid then all the other combinations of trajectories after this leg become invalidated 

and don’t need to be calculated.  Take the example of two flybys again                      

𝑥 = [𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑝 ,𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑏𝑦 1 ,𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑏𝑦 2 ,𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑟 ] if the first leg between departure planet and flyby planet 

is invalid at the times 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑏𝑦 1 then all combinations of  𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑏𝑦 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑟  are 

invalidated and the next time vector to be tested is stated below:      

𝑥 = [𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑝 ,𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑏𝑦 1 + 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 , 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] 

we increment the time of flyby one by the step size. Alternatively one could say if a leg 

on specific departure and arrival times is unfeasible all multi-gravity assist trajectories 

containing that unfeasible trajectory also are unfeasible and must be pruned out. This 

concept can be grasped through figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Shows how one unfeasible trajectory results in pruning of the Search 
space, dashed line represent unfeasible trajectories. 

 

Gravity Assist Thrust ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  Constraint: 

The amount of thrust required at the perigee of the flyby to patch together the 

trajectories is an important constraint also. This constraint is related with the maximum 

amount of thrust that the propulsion system of the space craft can provide during the 

flyby. If the ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  constraint is set to a very low value then the solution space consists 

only of free flybys in which almost no corrections are required except for navigational 
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corrections. If this constraint is not met for example at flyby1 then that is considered as 

a failure in the leg2.  

Minimum Altitude Constraint: 

The second constraint that is related to the flyby is the minimum distance that the 

spacecraft can approach the planet during the flyby. The closer the spacecraft 

approaches the planet the greater the amount of turning angle that the flyby planet can 

provide. The minimum altitude obviously cannot be negative as that would mean a 

collision with the planet. The minimum altitude that is permissible depends on the 

planet’s atmosphere. If the atmosphere is thin then the spacecraft can approach the 

planet much closer. The minimum approach for Saturn is less because of its rings 

which are in reality countless particles which vary in size from a few microns to meters. 

As before if the constraint is not met the next leg after the flyby is considered to be 

infeasible and pruning is performed. The algorithm performs this pruning for the case 

of two flybys is included in appendix B.  

Porkchop diagrams can be used to identify areas of interest before the MGA is run. 

LPS can be used set the 𝐶3 departure bounds for the MGA problem. Figure 21 is a 

porkchop diagram; it basically shows all the combinations of trajectories possible 

within the departure and arrival widows shown in the figure. The colours represent the 

magnitude of the 𝐶3. This figure clearly shows the range of 𝐶3 which might result in 

optimum trajectories for the MGA problem. 
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Figure 21: Illustrates a porkchop diagram of a transfer between Earth and Mars from 
years 2009 to 2012 with a transfer time limit of 450days white space represents 

unfeasible trajectories (Plotted using LPS). 

5.3. Solution Step Summary 

The complete procedure for solving the MGA problem is now summarized below: 

 

 First compute departure and arrival planet orbital elements for all legs involved. 

It should be noted that one or both of the planets could be flyby planets. 

 

 Find position and velocity using ephemeris routine from the orbital elements of 

each planet involved. 

 

 Solve for the trajectories using the Lambert’s problem solver for each leg. The 

LPS  selects the optimum trajectory if there are more than one trajectory found  

according to the user choice of either 𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝 ,𝐶3𝑎𝑟𝑟  𝑜𝑟 𝐶3𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 . 
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 Once the trajectory for each leg is established, the 𝑉∞  coming in and out of the 

flyby planets can be calculated from the leg before and after the flyby. 

 

 The flyby solver is invoked to patch together the incoming and outgoing 

hyperbolas of the relevant planet. 

 

 Pruning is employed on the MGA trajectory according to the value of 

either C3dep , radius of perigee rper  or ∆VPFM . Depending on which one is out of 

limits and which out of them results in the most pruning of the search space. A 

new time vector is generated for the next MGA trajectory accordingly. 

 

 The user chosen objective function is calculated and checked against the 

current minimum to establish the global minimum and best MGA trajectory. The 

whole process is repeated now for the next time vector till all the search space 

is scanned for viable solutions. 

 

 After all the viable search space is scanned, the best global trajectory is stored. 

A 3D plot is plotted with a word file displaying all the details of the legs and 

flybys. If no trajectory is found then a message is displayed that no trajectory 

was found. 
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6. SOFTWARE OVERVIEW AND DATA 

STRUCTURE 

To begin coding of the software in Maltab or any other language for that matter, the 

first thing that needs to be done is to make flow charts or logic diagrams hence they 

are described first. These help the programmer to code the software in any language 

of choice. After that we describe the use and sought after qualities of the Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) which makes the life of the user as well as the programmer 

easier. In the end the Objects structures are defined that have been used in 

programming the MGA software.  

6.1. Logic Diagrams 

The first thing that is done is that to take input from the user with the aid of a graphical 

user interface (GUI). The user inputs are tested in the next step. If the inputs have 

errors, then the user is informed about the error and asked to enter the correct data. 

The data handles are then passed to the Selector which checks how many flyby 

planets where selected and accordingly calls one of the main functions. Where the 

respective files that perform these tasks are MGA.m for GUI, KRun_checks for 

checking, KSelector for selection of KMain1, KMain2 or KMain3. 

Figure 22 illustrates this concept. 
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Figure 22: First logic diagram showing the passing of handles to the Main. 
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Figure 23: Logic diagram for the main function 
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The figure 23 illustrates the main function where all the other functions are called to 

solve the MGA problem. The time vector generator consists of multiple (For) loops 

whose number depends on the number of flybys. If there are N flybys then N + 2 (For) 

loops are required to generate the time vectors. Time vector has the information about 

the times of departure, arrival and flyby times. These are used to find the ephemeris. 

Then as can be seen from figure 23 LPS is called to find the connecting trajectories or 

legs. For the Nth  flyby the V∞
in  is calculated from Nth  legs heliocentric arrival velocity 

and V∞
out  is calculated from  N + 1 th  legs departure velocity using the procedure in 

section 4.1. Once the V∞   in and out are established from the trajectories as discussed 

the Flyby solver is invoked. The flyby solver evaluates the characteristics of the two 

connecting hyperbolas, the radius of perigee and ∆VPFM . Next constraints are checked. 

If there is a failure that is used to break the loops of the timevector generator 

accordingly, so as to ignore all the unfeasible trajectories beginning with unfeasible 

legs. Else if all the constraints are satisfied then the user chosen objective function is 

calculated and stored for finding the best global MGA trajectory. The whole process is 

repeated until the complete search space is scanned. The results are stored in a text 

file with complete information about each trajectory in each leg. The results are also 

displayed as a plot for the user to visualize the complete MGA trajectory. 

 

Figure 24: Showing the relationship between the                                                                  
numbering of legs and flybys in a MGA trajectory. 
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Now that the main logic has been defined the logic diagrams of sub problems which 

include LPS and the Flyby solver will be illustrated. The approach that has been used 

to define the logic is top down. First the main logic is designed and then after that the 

focus is shifted towards the sub problems. Although in this case as the LPS software 

was already made by Lesieur, (2006) hence it was kept in consideration while 

designing the logic flow. Subsequent alterations have been made to the LPS and only 

the Find_opt_traj_specific function is used for finding the prograde trajectory only as 

can be seen in figure 25. The first step followed is to find minimum time of flight 

possible with an elliptical trajectory depending on that we solve for either elliptical or 

hyperbolic trajectory. If the time of flight is of sufficient duration then there can be a 

maximum  

 

Figure 25: Logic diagram of Find_opt_traj_specific as used in MGA software based on 
Lesiure(2006) 
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of 2Nmax + 1 solutions for an elliptical case for each case position and velocity vectors 

are calculated for the spacecraft. The position and velocity vectors are then used to 

find the orbital elements of the trajectory. The case for finding the hyperbolic trajectory 

is similar but there is only one hyperbolic trajectory possible. 

Next we go through the logic diagram of the flyby solver which is shown in figure 26. 

As input we have the 𝑉∞  in and out. These are used to find the first guess value of the 

turning angle or it can also be called the desired value of the turning angle. Next the 

procedure described in section 4.1 is followed and a Newton Raphson iterative method 

is used to solve for 𝑒2 which can then be used to find all the other variables like 

∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀 ,𝛿𝑡𝑜𝑡 , 𝑒1𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 by direct substitution. 
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Figure 26: Logic diagram for the flyby solver  
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as compared to if there was not any GUI. A complete user manual for the MGA 
software can be found in appendix D. When designing a GUI there are a few 
guidelines that need to be followed.  

 It should look professional and not too flashy as that can be a source of 
headache for the user in case he intends to use the software for a long time.  
 

 The GUI should be as easy to use. The different section should be well 
organized and should be easy to reach by the user. This can be achieved by 
using panels and making the numbers of windows involved to a minimum. 
 

 There should be ease in giving inputs. Common values should already be 
entered for the user so as to speed up the process of feeding input. 
 

 The inputs should be checked before the software is run and the user should 
not have the need to re-enter all the correct inputs. 
 

 Once the software starts finding the optimum MGA trajectory the progress of 
the task should be visible. Also the total time left to complete the task should be 
shown to the user. 
 

 The user should be able to abort the Optimisation process in case the time 
involved is too much or he realizes that the inputs are wrong. 
 

The main GUI of MGA solver is shown below in figure 27 with the preset data for ease 
of user. 
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Figure 27: MGA Graphical User Interface- Main control window 

 

 

 

6.3. Object Structures 

 
The software has been coded in an object oriented approach. That means that the 

software mimics the real world. Like the real world the software consists of objects. 

Each object has a structure which defines its behaviour and properties. Each object 

can consist of further sub objects. To visualize this imagine a human being as an 

object it has properties like what kind of hair he has, his height, and personality and so 

on. His eyes, ears, face are further sub objects.  This same approach is applied to the 
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problem of MGA. The choice of objects that is made includes departure/arrival planet, 

trajectory and finally flyby object. The objects allow for efficient communication of 

information between functions. The planet object is used to describe any planet of the 

solar system. The trajectory object contains all the information to describe a trajectory. 

Whereas the flyby object contains all the information regarding the event of a flyby. 

The object structures are described as follows: 

 

The Departure/Arrival Planet Object structure: 

object.name: name of the object 

object.type: type of object 

1: planet 

object.id: object identifier number 

object.JD_d: julian Day of departure at which the elements are 

calculated (Julian Days) 

object.JD_a: julian Day of arrival at which the elements are 

calculated (Julian Days) 

object.a: semi-major axis (km) 

object.e: eccentricity ( ) 

object.i: inclination (deg) 

object.w: argument of perihelion (deg) 

object.RA: right ascension of the ascending node (deg) 

object.w_hat: longitude of perihelion (deg) 

object.h: angular momentum (km^2/s) 

object.TA_at_d: true anomaly at departure (deg) 

object.TA_at_a: true anomaly at arrival (deg) 

object.L_at_d: mean longitude at departure (deg) 

object.L_at_a: mean longitude at arrival (deg) 

object.M_at_d: mean anomaly at departure (deg) 

object.M_at_a: mean anomaly at arrival (deg) 

object.E_at_d: eccentric anomaly at departure (deg) 

object.E_at_a: eccentric anomaly at arrival (deg) 

object.r1: position vector of the object at departure (km) 

object.r2: position vector of the object at arrival (km) 

object.v1: velocity vector of the object at departure (km/s) 

object.v2: velocity vector of the object at arrival (km/s) 
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The Trajectory Object structure: 

traj.pro: -1 if the trajectory is retrograde 

+1 if the trajectory is prograde  

traj.N: number of complete revolution around the Sun (-1 if the 

trajectory is hyperbolic) 

traj.theta: change in true anomaly between departure and arrival 

(deg) 

traj.type: type number of the orbit 

traj.JD_d: julian day of departure 

traj.JD_a: julian day of arrival 

traj.tf: transfer time of flight (s) 

traj.d_obj_name: departure object name 

traj.d_obj_type: departure object type 

1: planet 

2: asteroid 

3: comet 

traj.d_obj_id: departure object identifier number 

traj.a_obj_name: arrival object name 

traj.a_obj_type: arrival object type 

1: planet 

2: asteroid 

3: comet 

traj.a_obj_id: arrival object identifier number 

traj.a: semi-major axis (km) 

traj.e: eccentricity ( ) 

traj.h: angular momentum (km^2/s) 

traj.i: inclination (deg) 

traj.w: argument of perihelion (deg) 

traj.RA: right ascension of the ascending node (deg) 

traj.w_hat: longitude of perihelion (deg) 

traj.TA_at_d: true anomaly at departure (deg) 

traj.TA_at_a: true anomaly at arrival (deg) 

traj.L_at_d: mean longitude at departure (deg) 

traj.L_at_a: mean longitude at arrival (deg) 

traj.M_at_d: mean anomaly at departure (deg) 

traj.M_at_a: mean anomaly at arrival (deg) 

traj.E_at_d: eccentric anomaly at departure (deg) 

traj.E_at_a: eccentric anomaly at arrival (deg) 

traj.c3_d: C3 energy at departure (km^2/s^2) 

traj.c3_a: C3 energy at arrival (km^2/s^2) 

traj.c3_t: total C3 energy (km^2/s^2) 

traj.c3_opt: C3 energy considered for optimum trajectory choice 

(km^2/s^2) 

traj.r1: position vector of the spacecraft at departure (km) 

traj.r2: position vector of the spacecraft at arrival (km) 
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traj.v1: velocity vector of the spacecraft at departure (km/s) 

traj.v2: velocity vector of the spacecraft at arrival (km/s) 

 

The Flyby Object structure:    

flyby_object.flyby_planet_name: The name of the flyby planet 

flyby_object.id: The id of the planet 

flyby_object.radius_per: Radius_per (km) The radius of perigee 

or                            

                         closest approach of flyby. 

 

flyby_object.delta_total: Delta_total (deg) The turning angle in  

                          degrees 

 

flyby_object.angle: Angle from dot product (rad) The desired 

turning 

                    angle in radians 

 

flyby_object.vinf_in: V infinity in vector (km/s) 

flyby_object.vinf_out: V infinity out vector (km/s) 

flyby_object.dv_per: The magnitude of velocity change at perigee 

                     dv_per (km/s) 

 

flyby_object.alt_flyby: Altitude of Flyby (km) The height above 

the 

                        surface of the planet. 

 

flyby_object.aiming_radius: Aiming Radius (km) This is used for  

                            guidance to the flyby planet. 

 

flyby_object.minalt_flyby: Minimum Altitude (km) minimum 

altitude  

                           flyby allowed for the planet. 

 

flyby_object.JD: Julian day of Flyby 
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7. Software Validation and Discussion 

The MGA optimum trajectory finder is validated in this chapter. The results are 

compared with known space missions like the voyager 1. Also comparison of the 

results with known literature is performed. The aspect that is also discussed during the 

validation process is to how to go about finding an optimum trajectory what 

methodologies can be followed to find optimum trajectories. It is also seen what the 

reasons are for the results not being exact and what remedies could be adopted. 

Though it should be remembered that the MGA tool is an initial trajectory design tool 

and the assumptions of link conic are inherent with some error. 

7.1.  Visual Validation of the Trajectory 

The trajectory was first validated against the software developed by C.David Eagle 

(1999).  

 

Figure 28: Trajectory from C.David Eagle software with departure from Earth 
01/01/2009    Flyby Venus on 23/06/2009 and then arrival Mars on the 

13/01/2010.Taken from Eagle(1999) 
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In this plot illustrated in figure 28 the view is from the ecliptic plane from the north 

celestial pole. The direction of the vernal equinox is the horizontal line pointing to the 

right. The locations of the departure, flyby and arrival planets have been marked using 

an asterisk. The search step size was 30 days to find this trajectory. It should be noted 

all the trajectories are optimized based on minimizing 𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝 . 

Next MGA assist software was run to find the trajectory with a search step size of 5 

days with ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  set at 0.01 
𝑘𝑚

𝑠
.  This was done as the (Eagle, 1999) solves for 

trajectories with minimal change in velocity and the periapse. As can be seen from 

Figure 29 the trajectories are visually validated. 

 

 

Figure 29: Trajectory from MGA software. Red coloured leg is the departure leg and                                         
green one is arrival one. Date of departure, flyby and arrival are departure 06/02/2009, 

flyby 27/06/2009 and arrival on 25/02/2010. 
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The maximum difference is 12 days which is understandable as the Eagle software 

has a step size of 30 days which is too high but is good for initial guess of the 

trajectory. The complete trajectory information computed by the MGA software is 

presented in appendix C. Thorough analysis and comparison of the values can be 

conducted only with more accurate data. Here we are just doing a basic visual 

validation. Next we look at a free Mars return trajectory also from Eagle, (1999). 

 

 

Figure 30: Free Return Trajectory Mars. Taken from Eagle(1999) 

 

In figure 30 we see the free return trajectory from Earth to Mars and back. Free return 

mean that there are no correction manoeuvres involved hence the value of the change 

in velocity for the power flyby manoeuvres has to be kept to a very low value. The 
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value of 0.01 
km

s
 for ∆VPFM  was used. The range for the tool was set at 350 days and 

the departure, flyby and arrival dates were entered as 1/1/2007, 1/1/2008 and 

1/1/2009. The scanning step was chosen as 10 days. The trajectory found is shown in 

figure 31. This trajectory has the following objective function and ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀 : 

 Objective function (km²/s²):   29.98155                                                                                       

The magnitude of velocity change at perigee ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  (km/s):  0.00558 

 

 

Figure 31:  Red is the departure leg and green one the arrival. Departure from Earth is 
on 18/09/2007, flyby on 20/02/2008 and the free return is on 29/08/2009. Range 350 

days with step size of 10 day. 

 

Another interesting way to use the MGA solver in collaboration with LPS was 

investigated. To solve for optimum trajectory in a quicker way one has to limit the 
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search space by a good initial guess. First the LPS was run to see where the possible 

minimum C3dep  values lie. This way you can search over a long period of time for 

departure windows with low C3dep .  Using this technique on the example of the Mars 

free return trajectory a pork chop diagram was plotted as shown in figure 32. As can 

be seen from the pork chop diagram there are three possible windows of low values of 

𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝 . The window with the minimum 𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝  is in top left corner with a small cross to 

point to the optimum launch and arrival dates. Yet for our free return trajectory the 

window that was found to be the optimum was the one on the lower right corner. This 

is not against expectation as the correction was kept to a minimum during the power 

flyby manoeuvre hence the other two windows could not come in to play. If on the 

other hand if we allow for higher values of ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀 , we can get a trajectory with an 

overall lesser ∆𝑉 budget or fuel. The ∆𝑉 budget is represented by the value of the 

objective function. Such a trajectory is found from the MGA and is shown in figure 33. 

The departure date and flyby dates are set according to the window information from 

the LPS. The dates are set as follows 12/02/2007 for departure from Earth 07/01/2009 

for flyby of Mars. The ranges for these are set 60 days. For arrival again to Earth 

needs more days in the range as it is not known where the match will occur. The other 

possibility is to use LPS again to get some insight to make an educated guess. A 

range of 300 days was chosen so as to find an optimum solution. It is interesting to 

note that by spending a little amount of fuel during a powered flyby one can achieve a 

lot of saving in terms of fuel as can be seen from the values of objective function of 

powered flyby gravity assist trajectory of figure 33. 
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Figure 32:  The Pork Chop plot for 𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝Mars free return trajectories. The blue colour 

representing areas of low 𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝  .Plotted using LPS (Lesieur, 2006) 
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Figure 33:  Red is the departure leg and green one the arrival. Departure from Earth is 
on 12/02/2007, flyby on 07/01/2009 and the free return is on 16/02/2010. The values 

set on MGA where 08/01/2007, 08/12/2008, 01/06/2009 for departure, flyby and arrival 
respectively.  The ranges where 60,60 and 300 also in the same order. 

 

 

This trajectory has the following objective function and ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀 : 

Objective function (km²/s²):   11.25730                                                                                       

The magnitude of velocity change at perigee ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  (km/s):  0.85261 

The new value of objective function achieved is less by 18.727 (km²/s²). This is a 

massive decrease of 62.45% in terms of ∆𝑉 buget. Hence it is shown how MGA 
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software can be used to find trajectories with much lower fuel requirements and hence 

save thousands of dollars if not millions in launch costs. 

7.2.  Quantitative Validation 

The Voyager missions offer a great opportunity to test the MGA assist software Now 

that a qualitative validation has been established, the MGA software is used to 

simulate known mission like the voyager so as compare with official values to see how 

much error is there in the software in quantitative terms and what are the reason? 

Voyager 1 performed two flybys before leaving the solar system, where as Voyager 2 

performed four flybys before leaving the solar system.  The MGA tool is used to 

simulate the mission and test the software quantitatively. The software has already 

shown that it can find optimum trajectories what needs to be examined is how 

accurate the values are in comparison with the real values. No powered flybys were 

performed during the Voyager missions and only minor course corrections for 

guidance were done. The event sequence and times for the voyager missions are 

listed in table 5. 

Table 5:  Dates of Flybys for the Voyager Missions. Adapted from Kenneth (1996) 

spacecraft Voyager 1 Voyager 2 

Event Calendar Day Julian Date Calendar Day Julian Date 

Departure Date 5/9/1977 2443391.5 20/8/1977 2443375.5 

Jupiter flyby 5/3/1979 2443937.5 9/7/1979 2444063.5 

Saturn flyby 12/11/1980 2444555.5 25/8/1981 2444841.5 

Uranus flyby - - 24/1/1986 24446454.5 

Neptune flyby - - 25/8/1989 2447763.5 
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The last event has to be considered as an arrival event in the MGA software even 

though after the arrival the spacecraft goes on past the planet. This assumption is true 

for the patch conic approximation. The mission trajectory cases are constructed for 

Voyager 1 and 2 by constraining all the event time to 1 days and using a small step 

size of 0.1 days. This is not a valid Optimisation but as discussed earlier the qualitative 

analysis has already been confirmed and here we are trying to establish the accuracy 

of the software. For testing accuracy the date has to be the same so as to compare 

values with the real mission. Also the value of the ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  has to be kept to a very low 

value of 0.00001
𝑘𝑚

𝑠
 . This is done as the Voyager missions did not have any firing of 

the rocket motor during the flybys. The abbreviated result of the simulation for the 

voyager 1 mission is shown in the figure 34. 
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DEPARTURE 
--------- 
Departure object name: Earth 
Departure date (Julian Day): 2443392.400 
Departure date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 05/09/1977 21:35:59 
 

Flyby 

--------- 
 

Flyby object name: Jupiter 
Flyby date (Julian Day): 2443937.600 
Flyby date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 05/03/1979 02:24:00 
Radius_per (km): 338246.266 
Delta_total (deg): 98.470 
Angle from dot product (rad): 1.71863 
Altitude of Flyby (km): 266754.266 
Aiming Radius (km): 910371.049 
Minimum altitude flyby (km): 300.000 
V infinity in vector (km/s): -1.703 
                             10.821 
                             -0.268 
V infinity out vector (km/s): -10.435 
                              -3.258 
                              0.752 
The magnitude of velocity change at perigee dv_per (km/s): 0.00001 
 

--------------------------------------------------- 
 

The objective function used is departure C3 based 
Objective function (km²/s²): 106.65299 
 

ARRIVAL 
------- 
Arrival object name: Saturn 
Arrival date (Julian Day): 2444555.900 
Arrival date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 12/11/1980 09:35:59 

 

Figure 34:  Abbreviated Voyager 1 simulated trajectory output file. 

 

The ∆𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑀  is 0.00001 which is negligible hence the software was able to establish that 

the trajectory is a free flyby with no requirement of any perigee firing. The real Voyager 

numbers were    𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝 = 104.04 km²/s2 (Williams, 1990) and the radius of perigee 

during Jupiter flyby was   𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 348,000𝑘𝑚 (Kenneth, 1996). The values found are 
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quiet reasonable especially when you consider how many assumptions have been 

made for the patch conic approximation. The difference in 𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝  is 2.5%, the error in 

radius of perigee is 2.8 %. The trajectory for Voyager one can be seen in figure 35. It 

should be noted from section 4.1 that all the elements have a relation with 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  directly 

or indirectly and hence error in 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟  represents the overall accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 35:  Voyager 1 MGA trajectory (plotted using MGA) 

 

Next the Voyager 2 was simulated using the MGA software. Voyager 2 took advantage 

of the planetary alignment of four giant outer planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and 

Neptune and has continued its journey to interstellar space ever since. The initial task 

of the Voyager 2 was that if Voyager 1 which although launched later but was on a 

faster trajectory, found something intriguing a closer look could be taken. The other 
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task was if there was any Problem with Voyager 1 in that case Voyager 2 could 

perform the duties of Voyager 1.  Figure 37 is an abbreviated output file of the MGA for 

Voyager 2 the complete one is listed in appendix C.       

 

For the real Voyager 2 the radius of perigee during Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus flybys 

were the following: 

 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 722,000𝑘𝑚(𝐽𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟)  (NASA/JPL, 2008)   

 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 161,068𝑘𝑚(𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛)  (NASA/JPL, 2008) 

 𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 107,000𝑘𝑚(𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑠)  (NASA/JPL, 2008) 

The percentage error for the Jupiter flyby is found to be 3.81% for Saturn it comes out 

to be 1.95% and finally for Uranus the percentage error is only 0.11%. The reasons for 

the discrepancies are discussed in section 7.3 in detail but it is worth mentioning here 

that the exact time of departure for the Voyager 1 and 2 were not know and that also 

brings in error in the computed values. The MGA trajectory for Voyager 2 plotted by 

the MGA solver can be seen in figure 36. The different legs of the trajectory are again 

plotted in different colors so as to be easily distinguishable.  
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Figure 36:  Voyager 2 MGA trajectory (plotted using MGA) 
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--------------------------------------------------------- 

                    DEPARTURE 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Departure object name: Earth 
Departure date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 20/08/1977 12:00:00 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Departure C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 103.379 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
                  Flyby number1 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Flyby object name: Jupiter 
Flyby date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 09/07/1979 00:00:00 
Radius_per (km): 694438.881 
Delta_total (deg): 96.926 
Altitude of Flyby (km): 622946.881 
The magnitude of velocity change at perigee dv_per (km/s): 0.04845 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
                  Flyby number2 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Flyby object name: Saturn 
Flyby date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 25/08/1981 12:00:00 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Radius_per (km): 157916.091 
Delta_total (deg): 84.939 
Altitude of Flyby (km): 97648.091 
The magnitude of velocity change at perigee dv_per (km/s): 0.04210 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
                  Flyby number3 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Flyby object name: Uranus 
Flyby date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 24/01/1986 00:00:00 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Radius_per (km): 107113.420 
Delta_total (deg): 22.969 
Altitude of Flyby (km): 81554.420 
The magnitude of velocity change at perigee dv_per (km/s): 0.00039 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

                    ARRIVAL 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

Arrival object name: Neptune 

Arrival date (Julian Day): 2447763.700 

Arrival date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 25/08/1989 04:48:00 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
                  Objective Function Value 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
The objective function used is departure C3 based 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Objective function (km²/s²): 103.38362 

Figure 37:  Abbreviated Voyager 2 simulated trajectory output file. 
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7.3. Possible Causes of inaccuracy 

The most apparent reason for discrepancies can be divided in to two categories. First 

the ones that came from LPS. These have been discussed by Leisure (2006) and 

repeated here. Second those that are related to the technique adopted to solve the 

MGA problem. As it has been stated earlier in the literature review, that accuracy 

comes at the cost of computation time. It was also discussed how you have a choice 

between how exhaustive your search for an optimum trajectory is and how accurate 

your software needs to be. Hence there is a trade off between precision of the required 

solution and computational cost associated to the search.  Due to these considerations 

the design tool uses link conic approximation. The design tool does not model the 

trajectories to a very high degree of accuracy instead the purpose is to approximate an 

optimum trajectory. This optimum trajectory can be used then to estimate lunch and 

event dates, launch vehicle requirements and to give a bounded range which can then 

be used to simulate the trajectory by solving the equations of motion to find a more 

precise trajectory. 

The assumptions taken during solving the MGA problem are as follows: 

 Time spent in sphere of influence is zero and sphere of influence is a point. 

 No Deep Space manoeuvres (DSM) are considered. 

 Spacecraft mass is negligible compared with celestial bodies. 

 Sun and planets are point masses. 

 Planetary orbital ephemerides are calculated using linear approximation 

 Solar radiation pressure is neglected. 

 Course correction manoeuvres performed for the Voyager missions have been 

neglected. 

 The exact time of the different manoeuvres where not used. 

Each of these assumptions causes a degree of error. These assumptions easily 

account for the discrepancies that have been observed between the computed 

trajectory and the real world trajectory.
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8. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A complete multi gravity assist solver was successfully developed and tested. An easy 

and simple to use graphical user interface was interfaced with the software. A user 

guide for MGA has been developed and in included in appendix D. MGA solver has 

been qualitatively and quantitatively verified and shown to be able to find optimum 

trajectories that include multiple revolutions around the Sun. It has been shown by the 

software, how by using small thrust at a perigee of the flyby one can come up with 

trajectories which require much less overall 𝐶3 energy. Technique has been developed 

and used successfully on how the new MGA and LPS can be used in tandem to find 

optimum trajectories in an intelligent fashion. This intelligent approach requires less 

time to find the optimum trajectory. This way also helps the user of the software to 

understand why the optimum trajectory is the optimum one.    

The procedure for finding an optimum multi-gravity assist trajectory involves first a 

generation of a time vector, this time vector composes of departure, flybys and arrival 

times in Julian days. A effective pruning method was developed and implemented to 

prune out time vectors that result in infeasible trajectories and hence make the whole 

process faster. 

In the end the objective function is calculated and feed back of constraint violations are 

forwarded to the time vector generator which effectively prunes out unfeasible 

trajectories and generates the time vector for the next set of calculations.  The user 

has a choice between three different types of objective functions for selecting an 

optimum trajectory. 

The objectives set out for the project were met. Nevertheless improvements can be 

made to the tool that can make it even more effective and professional. 

Recommendations for how to carry future work, improvements and potential problems 

are listed as follows: 

 One of the problems that the MGA solver faces is inherent to the enumerative 

Optimisation method which although exhaustive in its search tends to be slow. 
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Although search space pruning helps speed up the process to a considerable 

degree yet still searching a larger search space is a problem. The MGA problem 

has nonlinear objective function with many variables. The objective function has 

many local peaks, valleys and has a multidimensional topography. Differential 

Evolution which is an evolutionary based Optimisation algorithm is described by 

Becerra (2006) as best suited to find optimum solutions to the MGA problem in the 

most efficient way.  Differential evolution can be applied in future work to make the 

software much more efficient. 

 If more accurate results are to be derived from the MGA one thing that can be 

done is to improve the ephemeris finding method in the LPS. A method by Meeus, 

(1991) uses cubic functions for finding the planetary orbital elements instead of the 

linear one. These can be used to find position of the planets to a higher degree of 

accuracy. 

 The progress bar can be improved. For higher number of planetary flybys the 

progress bar is not able to show the exact state. This is as the progress bars state 

is changed by the iteration in the outermost loop which is responsible for 

generating the departure time component of the time vector. Another approach to 

model the progress bar needs to be looked in to if it has to show the progress more 

dynamically. 

 The MGA software has developed thanks to three people’s hard work namely the 

author (Multi Gravity Assist Trajectory Design Tool), Mathew Lesiure(Lambert 

Problem Solver Tool) and Peter Baxter(NEO interception tool). MGA tool was 

developed over a period of time in stages. The software has grown in complexity 

and size with time. Although the code has been commented to facilitate anyone 

who wants to understand it but it will take quite some time and hard work to fully 

understand it. As none of the person developing the software was a software 

engineer there is room for improvement in this area. If someone with prior 

professional experience with coding is to develop it the software can be made 

more simple and efficient.  
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 The MGA software can be used to reach asteroids and comets as well. To 

incorporate this function in the MGA the author is of the view that a different 

approach would be required to calculate the change in velocity required at  

perigee of the flyby. This is because of the assumption that has been taken that ∆𝑉 

is performed collinear with the periapse velocities 
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Appendix A. PLANETS ORBITAL ELEMENTS  

The planetary orbital elements used for calculating the position vectors of the planets 

are reproduced here. These orbital elements values are at J2000 which is the date                           

(1 January, 12 hr UT). The rates of change of the orbital elements per century (Cy) are 

also listed which in tandem with J2000 orbital elements values, can then be used to 

find the orbital elements at any date of interest. 

Table 6: Planet orbital elements table adapted from Lesieur (2006) 
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Appendix B. MATLAB MAIN FILE  

This appendix shows one of the main files of the MGA software for the two flyby case. 

This helps one to understand the process of pruning and time vector generation 

employed in this project. 

function 

KMain2(dep_input,tar_input,flyby_input,constraint,parameter_input,jd_input,timingvector)

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Copyright Cranfield University 2008 

% 

% This function scan the departure and arrival windows and launches the 

% Lambert's problem solving for each combination. 

% It saves the optimum trajectory of every set of dates and then patches 

% the trajectories together by solving the flyby problem. 

% in the end objective function is calculated and an global optimum 

% trajectory is found. 

% And finally functions are called which plot graphs and displays 

% information about the optimum trajectory. 

  

% 

% It finally calls the required functions for displaying the results 

% 

% Written by Khurram Qadir 

% 2008 

% 

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%dep_input   and tar_input  contain all info about departure object and 

%arrival object. 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%   dep_input: 

%   tar_input: 

% 

%   dep_input.planet: 

%   dep_input.jd: 

%   dep_input.range: 

% 

%   tar_input.planet: 

%   tar_input.jd: 

%   tar_input.range: 

% 

  

%   flyby_input: structure summarizing information about flybys 

%   and arrival windows. 

%   flyby_input.number_of_flyby:     summarizes the number of flyby planets 

%   flyby_input.flyby_1.planet:      id of planet of flyby 

%   flyby_input.flyby_1.range :      range of dates ahead of the 

%                                     given date 

%   flyby_input.flyby_1.minalt_flyby :gives the min altitude the 

%                                     spacecraft could approach the planet 

%   flyby_input.flyby_1.jd:           the julian day of fly by. 

% 

  

%structure jd_input is a struct containing JD 

% jd_input.dep 

% jd_input.tar 

% jd_input.flyby_1 or 2 or 3 

% jd_input.number_of_bodies 
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%Timing vector is handy vector [t1 t2 t3 t4 tn]  where 1 is dep n is 

%timingvector[] 

%target and rest are flybys 

  

%-------------------------------------------- 

%Constraint object containing dv and c3 info 

%-------------------------------------------- 

  

%   constraint.dv_constraint=dv_constraint; 

%   constraint.c3_constraint=c3_constraint; 

% 

%-------------------------------------------- 

%Parameter inputs 

%-------------------------------------------- 

  

%   parameter_input.step=step; 

  

  

% 

% results_input: structure summarizing information about results. 

% 

% parameter_input.checkbox_3d_traj=get(handles.checkbox_3d_traj,'Value'); 

  

% ---------------------- 

% flyby object structure 

% ---------------------- 

% flyby_object.radius_per=radius_per;            radius perigee of flyby 

% flyby_object.delta_total=delta_total;              delta in plus delta out 

% flyby_object.angle=turning_angle;                angle from dot product 

% flyby_object.vinf_in=vinf_in;                   v infinity vectors 

% flyby_object.vinf_out=vinf_out; 

% flyby_object.dv_per=dv_per;change in velocity required at perigee in km/s 

% flyby_object.alt_flyby=alt_flyby; 

% flyby_1.minalt_flyby=flyby_input.flyby_1.minalt_flyby;       min altitude permissible 

% flyby_1.JD=JD_flyby; 

% flyby_1.id=flyby_1_obj_id; 

% 

 

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

% structure input.jd_input is a struct containing JD 

% jd_input.dep 

% jd_input.tar 

% jd_input.flyby_1 or 2 or 3 

% jd_input.number_of_bodies 

  

%Timing vector is handy vector [t1 t2 t3 t4 tn]  where 1 is dep n is 

%timingvector[] 

%target and rest are flybys 

 

  

%-------------------------------------------- 

%Constraint object containing dv and c3 info 

%-------------------------------------------- 

  

dv_constraint=constraint.dv_constraint; 

c3_constraint=constraint.c3_constraint; 

  

%-------------------------------------------- 

%Parameter inputs 

%-------------------------------------------- 
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checkbox_3d_traj=parameter_input.checkbox_3d_traj;  %%1 or 0 

  

step=parameter_input.step;  %--- is a number value  not string 

  

opt_choice=parameter_input.opt_choice; 

  

%------------------------------------------------------ 

%defining the loop ranges for the time vector generator 

%------------------------------------------------------ 

JD_dep_A=jd_input.dep; 

JD_dep_B=JD_dep_A+(dep_input.range); 

  

JD_flyby1_A=jd_input.flyby_1; 

JD_flyby1_B=JD_flyby1_A+(flyby_input.flyby_1.range); 

  

JD_flyby2_A=jd_input.flyby_2; 

JD_flyby2_B=JD_flyby2_A+(flyby_input.flyby_2.range);   % add new flyby conditions here 

  

  

JD_tar_A=jd_input.tar; 

JD_tar_B=JD_tar_A+(tar_input.range); 

%for leg1 and leg2 variable planet ids 

  

d_obj_id=dep_input.planet; 

flyby_1_obj_id=flyby_input.flyby_1.planet;   %add new flyby conditions here 

flyby_2_obj_id=flyby_input.flyby_2.planet; 

t_obj_id=tar_input.planet; 

  

  

  

% %anything greater then c3 not acceptable, For departure case. 

C3LIMIT=c3_constraint; 

  

%--------------local variables----------------------------- 

leg1=1; 

leg2=1; 

leg3=1; 

cn=1; 

min=1000000;     % a very high upper bound minimum value in delta so not achievable 

flag_min=1; 

  

  

%---------variables for progress bar--------------------------------------- 

totalbar=norm(fix( (JD_dep_B-JD_dep_A)/step )); 

adv=0; 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

%needs to be cleared for new file to be writen 

clear path flybys opt_path opt_flybys num_of_flybys_plot; 

  

for JD_dep=JD_dep_A:step:JD_dep_B %--------------------------departure 

    %---------using the progress bar--------- same for all 

    stopBar= progressbar((adv/totalbar),0); 

    adv=adv+1; 

    if (stopBar) 

        return; 

    end 

    %----------------------------------------- 

  

    for JD_flyby1=JD_flyby1_A:step:JD_flyby1_B  %-------------------flyby-1 

        if (stopBar) 

            return; 
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        end 

        for JD_flyby2=JD_flyby2_A:step:JD_flyby2_B   %---------------flyby-2 

            if (stopBar) 

                return; 

            end                %-------------pruning for leg1------------ 

            if(leg1~=1) 

                % leg 1 is reinitialized here 

                leg1=1; 

  

                break; 

            end 

            %-------------------------------------------------- 

  

            for JD_tar=JD_tar_A:step:JD_tar_B %---------------------arrival 

                if (stopBar) 

                    return; 

                end 

                %so there are 2 legs here  or you can call them 

                %trajectories legs=1+num_of_flyby 

                

%************************************************************************* 

                %---------------------------------------------------- 

                %leg1 d_obj_leg1 and a_obj_leg1 for the leg 1 

                %--------------------------------------------------- 

                % 

                d_obj_leg1=KPlanet_orbital_elements(d_obj_id,JD_dep,JD_flyby1); 

                a_obj_leg1=KPlanet_orbital_elements(flyby_1_obj_id,JD_dep,JD_flyby1); 

                %--------------------------------------- 

                %Position and velocity vector for leg 1 

                %--------------------------------------- 

                d_obj_leg1=Orbital_elements_to_r_and_v(d_obj_leg1); 

                a_obj_leg1=Orbital_elements_to_r_and_v(a_obj_leg1); 

  

                %--------------------------------------- 

                %Launching of Lambert’s problem to find trajectory 

                %--------------------------------------- 

  

                %note here that traj_leg1 defines trajectory and choice 3 is 

                %for total c3 optimization. 

                traj_leg1=KFind_opt_traj_specific(opt_choice,d_obj_leg1,a_obj_leg1); 

                % 

                % 

                

%************************************************************************* 

  

                %---------------------------------------------------- 

                %leg2 d_obj_leg2 and a_obj_leg2 for the leg 2 

                %--------------------------------------------------- 

                % 

                d_obj_leg2=KPlanet_orbital_elements(flyby_1_obj_id,JD_flyby1,JD_flyby2); 

                a_obj_leg2=KPlanet_orbital_elements(flyby_2_obj_id,JD_flyby1,JD_flyby2); 

                %--------------------------------------- 

                %Position and velocity vector for leg 2 

                %--------------------------------------- 

                d_obj_leg2=Orbital_elements_to_r_and_v(d_obj_leg2); 

                a_obj_leg2=Orbital_elements_to_r_and_v(a_obj_leg2); 

  

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

                %Launching of Lambert’s problem to find trajectory for leg2 

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

  

                %note here that traj_leg1 defines trajectory and opt_choice is 

                %for choosing the best trajectory out of all the possible 
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                %trajectories found by the LPS 

                traj_leg2=KFind_opt_traj_specific(opt_choice,d_obj_leg2,a_obj_leg2); 

  

                

%************************************************************************* 

  

  

                %---------------------------------------------------- 

                %leg3 d_obj_leg3 and a_obj_leg3 for the leg 3 

                %--------------------------------------------------- 

                % 

                d_obj_leg3=KPlanet_orbital_elements(flyby_2_obj_id,JD_flyby2,JD_tar); 

                a_obj_leg3=KPlanet_orbital_elements(t_obj_id,JD_flyby2,JD_tar); 

                %--------------------------------------- 

                %Position and velocity vector for leg 3 

                %--------------------------------------- 

                d_obj_leg3=Orbital_elements_to_r_and_v(d_obj_leg3); 

                a_obj_leg3=Orbital_elements_to_r_and_v(a_obj_leg3); 

  

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

                %Launching of Lambert’s problem to find trajectory for leg3 

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

  

                %note here that traj_leg1 defines trajectory and opt_choice is 

                %for choosing the best trajectory out of all the possible 

                %trajectories found by the LPS 

                traj_leg3=KFind_opt_traj_specific(opt_choice,d_obj_leg3,a_obj_leg3); 

  

                %********************************************************** 

                %********************************************************** 

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

                %NOw that we have solved for the legs we find the Vinfinities 

                %so we can make the Flyby_traj object 

  

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

                %---------------Flyby1------------------------------- 

                %------------------------------------------------------- 

                %vinf_in=velocity of leg 1 traj at ending - velocity of planet 

                %at arrival. 

                %---------------------------------------------------------- 

                vinf_in=traj_leg1.v2-(a_obj_leg1.v2); 

                %---------------------------------------------------------- 

                %vinf_out=velocity of leg2 starting - planet d_obj velocity at 

                %departure. 

                %----------------------------------------------------------- 

                vinf_out=traj_leg2.v1-(d_obj_leg2.v1); 

  

                flyby_1=Kflyby_solver(vinf_in,vinf_out,flyby_1_obj_id); %returns the 

flyby object with data added 

                flyby_1.minalt_flyby=flyby_input.flyby_1.minalt_flyby; 

                flyby_1.JD=JD_flyby1; 

                flyby_1.id=flyby_1_obj_id; 

  

                dv_1=flyby_1.dv_per; 

                alt_flyby_1=flyby_1.alt_flyby; 

                minalt_flyby_1=flyby_1.minalt_flyby; 

  

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

                %---------------Flyby2------------------------------- 

                %------------------------------------------------------- 

                %vinf_in=velocity of leg 2 traj ending at arrival minus velocity of 

planet 

                %at arrival. 
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                %---------------------------------------------------------- 

                vinf_in=traj_leg2.v2-(a_obj_leg2.v2); 

                %---------------------------------------------------------- 

                %vinf_out=velocity of leg3 starting minum planet d_obj velocity at 

                %departure. 

                %----------------------------------------------------------- 

                vinf_out=traj_leg3.v1-(d_obj_leg3.v1); 

  

                flyby_2=Kflyby_solver(vinf_in,vinf_out,flyby_2_obj_id); %returns the 

flyby object with data added 

                flyby_2.minalt_flyby=flyby_input.flyby_2.minalt_flyby; 

                flyby_2.JD=JD_flyby2; 

                flyby_2.id=flyby_2_obj_id; 

  

                dv_2=flyby_2.dv_per; 

                alt_flyby_2=flyby_2.alt_flyby; 

                minalt_flyby_2=flyby_2.minalt_flyby; 

  

  

  

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

                %          Pruning technology 

                %--------------------------------------------------------- 

                c3_dep_leg1=traj_leg1.c3_d; 

  

                %---------------breaks for leg 1---------------------- 

  

                if (c3_dep_leg1>C3LIMIT) 

                    leg1=-1; 

                else 

                    leg1=1; 

                end 

                if(leg1~=1) 

                    %note that leg1 is not reinitialized here to 1 so it 

                    % can stop the loopbefore this also 

                    break; 

                end 

                %---------------breaks for leg 2---------------------- 

  

                r1check=0; 

                if alt_flyby_1<minalt_flyby_1 % 

                    r1check=1; 

                end 

  

                if  (dv_1>dv_constraint) ||(r1check) 

                    leg2=-1; 

                else 

                    leg2=1; 

                end 

  

                if(leg2~=1) 

                    leg2=1; 

                    break; 

                end 

  

                %---------check for if the trajectory would be saved leg 3--------------

--------- 

                r2check=0; 

                if alt_flyby_2<minalt_flyby_2 % 

                    r2check=1; 

                end 

                if  (dv_2>dv_constraint) ||(r2check) 

                    leg3=-1; 
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                else 

                    leg3=1; 

                end 

  

                if leg3==-1 

                    continue  % this command will stop at this iteration and move on to 

the 

                    % next one and not execute the commands that 

                    % follow it. 

                end 

                %----------------------------------- 

                %storing all the trajectory and fly by objects if every thing 

                %okay 

                %----------------------------------- 

  

                path{cn}={traj_leg1,traj_leg2,traj_leg3};   % note this is a cell 

structure and not array 

                flybys{cn}={flyby_1,flyby_2}; 

  

                %----------note here that the dv_per is squared to match 

                %the c3 units 

  

                objective_d= path{cn}{1}.c3_d  

+(flybys{cn}{1}.dv_per)^2+(flybys{cn}{2}.dv_per)^2; 

  

                objective_a= path{cn}{3}.c3_a  

+(flybys{cn}{1}.dv_per)^2+(flybys{cn}{2}.dv_per)^2; 

  

                objective_t= path{cn}{1}.c3_d  +path{cn}{3}.c3_a + 

(flybys{cn}{1}.dv_per)^2+(flybys{cn}{2}.dv_per)^2; 

  

  

                [status,min_new] = 

KOptimum_objfun(opt_choice,objective_d,objective_a,objective_t,min); 

                if (status) 

                    min=min_new; 

                    flag_min=cn; 

  

                end 

                cn=cn+1;          %--------note increment only occurs if no breaking of 

trajectory so only for successful----- 

                if (stopBar) 

                    return; 

  

                end 

  

  

            end   %tar 

  

        end  %fl2 

  

    end      %fl1 

  

end           %dep 

  

  

  

%----------------------Things to do after all the loops-------------------- 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

if cn>1 

    flag_min 

    opt_path=path{flag_min}; 

    opt_flybys=flybys{flag_min}; 
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    objective_value=min; 

  

    save('Khu_Data\optimum.mat','opt_path','opt_flybys','objective_value','opt_choice'); 

  

    save('Khu_Data\traj.mat','path'); 

    save('Khu_Data\flybys.mat','flybys'); 

  

    %------------Ploting the 3d trajectory if check box checked------------- 

    if checkbox_3d_traj 

        KPlot_3D_trajectory(2); 

    end 

  

    KDisp_legs_flyby_elements(); % Displays the information about trajectory and flyby. 

  

  

else 

    % No trajectory was calculated. 

    warndlg(strvcat('No trajectory has been found.','Try with different constraints or 

dates.'),'No results'); 

    % Closing of the waiting bar window 

    %close(wb); 

    return; 

end 

  

end 
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Appendix C.DETAILED TRAJECTORY FILES  

Different trajectories that where discussed in chapter 7 for the validation of MGA 

software are listed here in more detail. 

C.1. Eagle 1 

Eagle 1 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
                  OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY leg1 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
DEPARTURE 
--------- 
Departure object name: Earth 
Departure object type:Planet 
Departure object id: 3 
Departure date (Julian Day): 2454868.500 
Departure date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 06/02/2009 00:00:00 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ARRIVAL 
------- 
Arrival object name: Venus 
Arrival object type:Planet 
Arrival object id: 2 
Arrival date (Julian Day): 2455009.500 
Arrival date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 27/06/2009 00:00:00 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
TIME OF FLIGHT 
-------------- 
tof (days): 141.00 
tof (s): 12182400 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
TRAJECTORY 
---------- 
Ellipse of type 2 
Number of complete revolution(s) around the Sun: 0 
Change in the true anomaly (deg): 195.404628 
Prograde trajectory 
---------------- 
ORBITAL ELEMENTS 
---------------- 
Period (years): 0.7890086228 
Period (s): 24882176 
Angular momentum (km/s^2): 4054509981.191790 
Semi-major axis (km): 127676066.150333 
Semi-major axis (AU): 0.853462 
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Eccentricity ( ): 0.172662 
Inclination (deg): 12.467370 
Right ascension (deg): 137.198673 
Argument of perihelion (deg): 158.202507 
True anomaly at departure (deg): 201.801327 
True anomaly at arrival (deg): 37.205955 
Mean anomaly at departure (deg): 210.136639 
Mean anomaly at arrival (deg): 26.393893 
Eccentric anomaly at departure (deg): 205.826805 
Eccentric anomaly at arrival (deg): 31.573734 
--------- 
C3 ENERGY 
--------- 
Departure C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 52.186 
Arrival C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 67.440 
Total C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 119.626 
C3 Energy for optimisation (km^2/s^2): 52.186 
------------- 
STATE VECTORS 
------------- 
Position vector at departure (km): -108243309.258 
                                   100225923.537 
                                   2131.226 
Velocity vector at departure (km/s): -16.693 
                                     -21.118 
                                     5.933 
Position vector at arrival (km): 96220939.222 
                                 -50601806.551 
                                 -6246186.380 
Velocity vector at arrival (km/s): 19.575 
                                   30.849 
                                   -7.945 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
                  OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY leg2 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
DEPARTURE 
--------- 
Departure object name: Venus 
Departure object type:Planet 
Departure object id: 2 
Departure date (Julian Day): 2455009.500 
Departure date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 27/06/2009 00:00:00 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ARRIVAL 
------- 
Arrival object name: Mars 
Arrival object type:Planet 
Arrival object id: 4 
Arrival date (Julian Day): 2455252.500 
Arrival date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 25/02/2010 00:00:00 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
TIME OF FLIGHT 
-------------- 
tof (days): 243.00 
tof (s): 20995200 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
TRAJECTORY 
---------- 
Ellipse of type 1 
Number of complete revolution(s) around the Sun: 0 
Change in the true anomaly (deg): 168.899002 
Prograde trajectory 
---------------- 
ORBITAL ELEMENTS 
---------------- 
Period (years): 1.3025013941 
Period (s): 41075684 
Angular momentum (km/s^2): 4466982759.579857 
Semi-major axis (km): 178336589.912970 
Semi-major axis (AU): 1.192106 
Eccentricity ( ): 0.396112 
Inclination (deg): 7.896986 
Right ascension (deg): 127.790615 
Argument of perihelion (deg): 188.660290 
True anomaly at departure (deg): 16.016061 
True anomaly at arrival (deg): 184.915063 
Mean anomaly at departure (deg): 6.408362 
Mean anomaly at arrival (deg): 190.416789 
Eccentric anomaly at departure (deg): 10.572552 
Eccentric anomaly at arrival (deg): 187.467276 
--------- 
C3 ENERGY 
--------- 
Departure C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 67.267 
Arrival C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 26.243 
Total C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 93.510 
C3 Energy for optimisation (km^2/s^2): 67.267 
------------- 
STATE VECTORS 
------------- 
Position vector at departure (km): 96220930.895 
                                   -50601778.141 
                                   -6246218.700 
Velocity vector at departure (km/s): 21.552 
                                     34.650 
                                     -5.308 
Position vector at arrival (km): -193584118.003 
                                 155412524.165 
                                 8010042.191 
Velocity vector at arrival (km/s): -10.312 
                                   -14.578 
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                                   2.369 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
                  Flyby number1 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
All parameters are listed as follows 
------------------------------------- 
Flyby object name: Venus 
Flyby object id: 2 
Flyby date (Julian Day): 2455009.500 
Flyby date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 27/06/2009 00:00:00 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Radius_per (km): 10941.744 
Delta_total (deg): 35.696 
Angle from dot product (rad): 0.62301 
Altitude of Flyby (km): 4889.744 
Aiming Radius (km): 15013.583 
Minimum altitude flyby (km): 300.000 
V infinity in vector (km/s): 3.480 
                             0.000 
                             -7.439 
V infinity out vector (km/s): 5.456 
                              3.801 
                              -4.801 

 

 

 

 

The magnitude of velocity change at perigee dv_per (km/s): 0.00766  

C.2. Voyager 2 

 

Voyager 2 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                  OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY leg1 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

DEPARTURE 

--------- 

Departure object name: Earth 

Departure object type:Planet 

Departure object id: 3 

Departure date (Julian Day): 2443376.000 

Departure date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 20/08/1977 12:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

ARRIVAL 

------- 

Arrival object name: Jupiter 

Arrival object type:Planet 
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Arrival object id: 5 

Arrival date (Julian Day): 2444063.500 

Arrival date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 09/07/1979 00:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TIME OF FLIGHT 

-------------- 

tof (days): 687.50 

tof (s): 59400000 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TRAJECTORY 

---------- 

Ellipse of type 1 

Number of complete revolution(s) around the Sun: 0 

Change in the true anomaly (deg): 169.836138 

Prograde trajectory 

---------------- 

ORBITAL ELEMENTS 

---------------- 

Period (years): 7.1229230167 

Period (s): 224628500 

Angular momentum (km/s^2): 5865813740.933011 

Semi-major axis (km): 553554637.913194 

Semi-major axis (AU): 3.700284 

Eccentricity ( ): 0.729133 

Inclination (deg): 4.456577 

Right ascension (deg): 327.680719 

Argument of perihelion (deg): 12.057727 

True anomaly at departure (deg): 347.923284 

True anomaly at arrival (deg): 157.759421 

Mean anomaly at departure (deg): 358.697165 

Mean anomaly at arrival (deg): 93.894346 

Eccentric anomaly at departure (deg): 355.205192 

Eccentric anomaly at arrival (deg): 127.179436 

--------- 

C3 ENERGY 

--------- 

Departure C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 103.379 

Arrival C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 62.350 

Total C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 165.729 

C3 Energy for optimisation (km^2/s^2): 103.379 

------------- 

STATE VECTORS 

------------- 

Position vector at departure (km): 127878250.944 

                                   -80960697.790 

                                   -3897.752 

Velocity vector at departure (km/s): 17.753 

                                     34.492 

                                     3.012 

Position vector at arrival (km): -588160316.713 

                                 538420848.163 
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                                 10954945.709 

Velocity vector at arrival (km/s): -9.563 

                                   -1.189 

                                   -0.477 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                  OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY leg2 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

DEPARTURE 

--------- 

Departure object name: Jupiter 

Departure object type:Planet 

Departure object id: 5 

Departure date (Julian Day): 2444063.500 

Departure date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 09/07/1979 00:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

ARRIVAL 

------- 

Arrival object name: Saturn 

Arrival object type:Planet 

Arrival object id: 6 

Arrival date (Julian Day): 2444842.000 

Arrival date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 25/08/1981 12:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TIME OF FLIGHT 

-------------- 

tof (days): 778.50 

tof (s): 67262400 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TRAJECTORY 

---------- 

Hyperbola 

Number of complete revolution(s) around the Sun: 0 

Change in the true anomaly (deg):  54.207941 

Prograde trajectory 

---------------- 

ORBITAL ELEMENTS 

---------------- 

Period (years): 68.6394775098 

Period (s): 2164614563 

Angular momentum (km/s^2): 15110084893.071194 

Semi-major axis (km): 2506711226.585532 

Semi-major axis (AU): 16.756330 

Eccentricity ( ): 1.298579 

Inclination (deg): 2.554456 

Right ascension (deg): 119.594712 

Argument of perihelion (deg): 350.976249 

True anomaly at departure (deg): 26.973700 

True anomaly at arrival (deg): 81.181641 

Mean anomaly at departure (deg): 3.029555 

Mean anomaly at arrival (deg): 14.216056 
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Eccentric anomaly at departure (deg): 9.930060 

Eccentric anomaly at arrival (deg): 36.581072 

--------- 

C3 ENERGY 

--------- 

Departure C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 60.349 

Arrival C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 116.605 

Total C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 176.953 

C3 Energy for optimisation (km^2/s^2): 60.349 

------------- 

STATE VECTORS 

------------- 

Position vector at departure (km): -588157068.887 

                                   538418738.410 

                                   10953533.426 

Velocity vector at departure (km/s): -16.590 

                                     -10.478 

                                     0.874 

Position vector at arrival (km): -1403490885.328 

                                 -291568303.329 

                                 60869702.449 

Velocity vector at arrival (km/s): -8.877 

                                   -12.600 

                                   0.622 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                  OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY leg3 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

DEPARTURE 

--------- 

Departure object name: Saturn 

Departure object type:Planet 

Departure object id: 6 

Departure date (Julian Day): 2444842.000 

Departure date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 25/08/1981 12:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

ARRIVAL 

------- 

Arrival object name: Uranus 

Arrival object type:Planet 

Arrival object id: 7 

Arrival date (Julian Day): 2446454.500 

Arrival date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 24/01/1986 00:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TIME OF FLIGHT 

-------------- 

tof (days): 1612.50 

tof (s): 139320000 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TRAJECTORY 

---------- 

Hyperbola 

Number of complete revolution(s) around the Sun: 0 

Change in the true anomaly (deg):  67.215183 

Prograde trajectory 

---------------- 

ORBITAL ELEMENTS 

---------------- 

Period (years): 7.7706631400 

Period (s): 245055633 

Angular momentum (km/s^2): 29085632952.622940 

Semi-major axis (km): 586624749.578072 

Semi-major axis (AU): 3.921344 

Eccentricity ( ): 3.444762 

Inclination (deg): 2.666275 

Right ascension (deg): 77.502104 

Argument of perihelion (deg): 112.327875 

True anomaly at departure (deg): 1.880731 

True anomaly at arrival (deg): 69.095914 

Mean anomaly at departure (deg): 3.410972 

Mean anomaly at arrival (deg): 208.079600 

Eccentric anomaly at departure (deg): 1.395022 

Eccentric anomaly at arrival (deg): 64.581790 

--------- 

C3 ENERGY 

--------- 

Departure C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 114.549 

Arrival C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 217.578 

Total C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 332.127 

C3 Energy for optimisation (km^2/s^2): 114.549 

------------- 

STATE VECTORS 

------------- 

Position vector at departure (km): -1403509326.272 

                                   -291519661.310 

                                   60873269.860 

Velocity vector at departure (km/s): 3.601 

                                     -19.953 

                                     -0.365 

Position vector at arrival (km): -549354515.642 

                                 -2806396583.006 

                                 -3305357.799 

Velocity vector at arrival (km/s): 7.150 

                                   -16.361 

                                   -0.490 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                  OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY leg4 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

DEPARTURE 

--------- 

Departure object name: Uranus 

Departure object type:Planet 

Departure object id: 7 

Departure date (Julian Day): 2446454.500 

Departure date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 24/01/1986 00:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

ARRIVAL 

------- 

Arrival object name: Neptune 

Arrival object type:Planet 

Arrival object id: 8 

Arrival date (Julian Day): 2447763.700 

Arrival date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 25/08/1989 04:48:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TIME OF FLIGHT 

-------------- 

tof (days): 1309.20 

tof (s): 113114880 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TRAJECTORY 

---------- 

Hyperbola 

Number of complete revolution(s) around the Sun: 0 

Change in the true anomaly (deg):  22.548529 

Prograde trajectory 

---------------- 

ORBITAL ELEMENTS 

---------------- 

Period (years): 5.1927975273 

Period (s): 163760063 

Angular momentum (km/s^2): 44086596521.457169 

Semi-major axis (km): 448390001.288051 

Semi-major axis (AU): 2.997302 

Eccentricity ( ): 5.801915 

Inclination (deg): 2.492553 

Right ascension (deg): 260.444767 

Argument of perihelion (deg): 313.742354 

True anomaly at departure (deg): 44.735482 

True anomaly at arrival (deg): 67.284011 

Mean anomaly at departure (deg): 219.767707 

Mean anomaly at arrival (deg): 108.432467 

Eccentric anomaly at departure (deg): 41.323912 

Eccentric anomaly at arrival (deg): 72.371769 
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--------- 

C3 ENERGY 

--------- 

Departure C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 217.592 

Arrival C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 279.953 

Total C3 Energy (km^2/s^2): 497.545 

C3 Energy for optimisation (km^2/s^2): 217.592 

------------- 

STATE VECTORS 

------------- 

Position vector at departure (km): -549360052.437 

                                   -2806344361.810 

                                   -3303538.587 

Velocity vector at departure (km/s): 12.754 

                                     -15.023 

                                     0.656 

Position vector at arrival (km): 897300712.877 

                                 -4428977268.025 

                                 70522124.914 

Velocity vector at arrival (km/s): 12.750 

                                   -13.846 

                                   0.647 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                  Flyby number1 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

All parameters are listed as follows 

------------------------------------- 

Flyby object name: Jupiter 

Flyby object id: 5 

Flyby date (Julian Day): 2444063.500 

Flyby date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 09/07/1979 00:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Radius_per (km): 694438.881 

Delta_total (deg): 96.926 

Angle from dot product (rad): 1.69168 

Altitude of Flyby (km): 622946.881 

Aiming Radius (km): 1818455.536 

Minimum altitude flyby (km): 300.000 

V infinity in vector (km/s): -0.579 

                             7.842 

                             -0.715 

V infinity out vector (km/s): -7.606 

                              -1.447 

                              0.636 

The magnitude of velocity change at perigee dv_per (km/s): 0.04845 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                  Flyby number2 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

All parameters are listed as follows 

------------------------------------- 
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Flyby object name: Saturn 

Flyby object id: 6 

Flyby date (Julian Day): 2444842.000 

Flyby date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 25/08/1981 12:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Radius_per (km): 157916.091 

Delta_total (deg): 84.939 

Angle from dot product (rad): 1.48247 

Altitude of Flyby (km): 97648.091 

Aiming Radius (km): 357352.485 

Minimum altitude flyby (km): 300.000 

V infinity in vector (km/s): -10.325 

                             -3.120 

                             0.514 

V infinity out vector (km/s): 2.153 

                              -10.473 

                              -0.473 

The magnitude of velocity change at perigee dv_per (km/s): 0.04210 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                  Flyby number3 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

All parameters are listed as follows 

------------------------------------- 

Flyby object name: Uranus 

Flyby object id: 7 

Flyby date (Julian Day): 2446454.500 

Flyby date (dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss): 24/01/1986 00:00:00 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Radius_per (km): 107113.420 

Delta_total (deg): 22.969 

Angle from dot product (rad): 0.40089 

Altitude of Flyby (km): 81554.420 

Aiming Radius (km): 131065.011 

Minimum altitude flyby (km): 300.000 

V infinity in vector (km/s): 0.522 

                             -14.736 

                             -0.398 

V infinity out vector (km/s): 6.125 

                              -13.398 

                              0.748 

The magnitude of velocity change at perigee dv_per (km/s): 0.00039 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

                  Objective Function Value 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

The objective function used is departure C3 based 

--------------------------------------------------- 

Objective function (km²/s²): 103.38362 
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Appendix D.MGA USER MANUAL 

A manual is provided here which explains each of the input of the MGA assist 

software. MGA is a Matlab© based analysis tool. Instructions are provided about each 

panel and how to set up the MGA to solve a problem. In the end it is explained how to 

view the results obtained by the MGA. 

D.1. Launching MGA 

The MGA tool has been developed using a PC with an AMD Turion64© processor 

running Windows XP©. It has been tested on Intel Pentium© 4 machine as well. The 

software has been tested on Matlab© 7.5.0(R2007b) and on Matlab© 7.10.246(R14) 

Service Pack 3. There are two possible ways to run MGA software either from within 

LPS or directly. Figure 38 shows the MGA pushbutton titled (Gravity Assist Solver) on 

the bottom right corner of LPS marked by an arrow. 

 

 
Figure 38: Launching MGA from LPS window. 
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The other way is to directly type MGA and press enter to launch MGA. But before the 

MGA or LPS can be launched the Matlab© current directory needs to be changed to 

the MGA directory. The other way is to copy the MGA files to the current directory. 

The MGA complete software with the LPS consists of 56 Matlab files, 3 folders and 2 

text files. The text files are Astroid.txt and Comet .txt these are required by the LPS 

software. There are three folders named Khu_Data, Data_save, Results. Khu_Data 

and Data_save contain files of .mat extension which contain variables which can be 

used to plot graphs and viewed by loading them. 

 
Figure 39: MGA Graphical User Interface. 

 

Once the MGA is run a graphical user interface appears as shown in figure 39. The 

GUI is organized in to sections called panels. There are four panels in all, named 

Sequence, Departure Constraints, Flyby Constraints and Results. 
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D.2. Sequence Panel 

 

D.2.1 Departure Planet 

Sequence panel is the panel where the sequence of the planetary flyby is entered 

with the relevant required information. The first column is for the departure planet. 

The departure planet in most practical cases is Earth but for hypothetical studies 

other planets have been included in the departure planet list as shown in figure 40. 

 
Figure 40: Departure planet selection from Departure column. 

After the selection of departure planet in the departure column the date and range 

are entered. Note that the value of minimum altitude is only required for the flyby 

columns. There are preset values of for range which can be changed if the user 

desires. Range specifies the number of days ahead of the entered date that has to 

be searched. Both date and range together define the launch window. Example of 

how date has to be entered can be seen in figure 41. 
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Figure 41: The format of entering dates. 

 

 

D.2.2 Target Planet 

The target planet input is exactly the same as the departure planet. The target 

planet can be set to any planet of the solar system. The column of the target planet 

in the sequence panel is shown in figure 42. 

 
Figure 42: Target planet column 

 

D.2.3 Flyby Planets 

There is a possibility to set a maximum of three flyby planets. Flyby 4 column is 

there but when you run, the software informs the user that differential evolution is 

required for the four flyby case. The flyby planets are all at their preset value of 

none and if they are to be used that has to be changed to a planet name as shown 

in figure 43. The minimum altitude of 300km is preset for the flyby. This is the 
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closest the spacecraft is allowed to approach the flyby planet. The value of the 

minimum altitude can be changed if the user wishes.  

 
Figure 43: Flyby input columns 

 

The flyby planets have to be set up in order this is ensured by the MGA software.  

 

D.2.4Optimization Parameters 

There is a choice between three different types of optimization methods. By default 

𝐶3𝑑𝑒𝑝  optimization option is checked as is shown in figure 44. 

Figure 44: Optimization Parameters 
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For departure choice the objective function is computed by the equation labelled 

Departure. The objective functions for Arrival and Total choice are also shown. 

 𝑶𝒃𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝑭𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒆 = 𝑪𝟑𝒅𝒆𝒑 + ∆𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑴𝒊
𝟐

𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

 
Departu

re 

 𝑶𝒃𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝑭𝒖𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒓𝒓𝒊𝒗𝒂𝒍 = 𝑪𝟑𝒂𝒓𝒓 + ∆𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑴𝒊
𝟐

𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

 Arrival 

And finally 

 𝑶𝒃𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝑭𝒖𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 = 𝑪𝟑𝒂𝒓𝒓 + 𝑪𝟑𝒅𝒆𝒑 + ∆𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑴𝒊
𝟐

𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

 Total 

The scanning step defines the step in days for scanning the departure, flyby and 

target windows. 

D.3. Constraints Panel 

There are two constraints that have been applied. These are the maximum 𝐶3 launch 

and the other one being the maximum change in velocity due to thrusters firing at the 

perigee during the powered flyby. Both of these constraints relate to the real world. 

The more the value of these more would be the amount of fuel that would be needed 

for the mission.  

 

 

D.4. Results Panel 

The result panel has options related to how the results are to be displayed. As can be 

seen in figure 45 there is a checkbox that can be ticked if a 3D plot of the trajectory is 

to be plotted. By default this is checked. The results panel also gives the user to plot 
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and redisplay the last trajectory that was plotted or the information text file about the 

optimum trajectory. The main button labelled (Run Gravity Assist Solver) has to be 

clicked to start the process of finding an optimum trajectory by the software and finally 

display all the results found. 

 
Figure 45: Results Panel 

D.5. Running the MGA Solver 

To Start the MGA the user has to click the (Run Gravity Assist Solver) button. A 

waiting bar would appear showing the percentage of the optimization process that has 

been completed. This progress bar also informs the user of how much time remains in 

the optimization process. The progress bar is shown in figure 46. 

 
Figure 46: Progress Bar 

If the time for the optimization is too long or if the user realizes that he made a mistake 

while entering inputs the user can stop the whole process by clicking on the red cross 

on the top right corner of the progress bar. After this a window will appear that is 

shown in figure 47 to confirm if the user wants to abort the process. It is important to 

note here that it may take some time for the process to finish after the user has 

ordered to cancel the process. During this time it is recommended to be patient. The 

reason for this is that while the software is computing trajectories using the LPS it has 
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not idea that the progress has been ordered to stop. This problem becomes more 

obvious when the number of flybys is more. 

 

 
Figure 47: Cancel Confirmation Dialog box 

D.6. Loading .Mat files  

The .Mat files can be loaded after the optimization process has been completed. They 

contain information about all the flybys and trajectory legs that were calculated during 

the optimization process. Figure 48 shows that there is a variable displayed on the 

command window flag_min and its value. This basically tells the user what is the 

number of the optimum trajectory in the cell structure. To load the .Mat files and to be 

able to see the cell arrays you need to make the Khu_Data as the current directory. 

Four .Mat files will appear in your current directory as shown in figure 49. Double click 

on all of them to load them in the workspace.  
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Figure 48: View of Matlab current directory and command window  

after completion of optimization. 
 

Next make sure to select the MGA directory again as the current directory. This is 

important as otherwise, if the user runs the MGA solver again the solver would give an 

error that it was not able to locate the required folder to save the .Mat files. 
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Figure 49: View of Matlab current showing .mat files 

 
Once the .Mat files have been loaded, click on the workspace tab to access the 

variables. Figure 50 shows what happens when the flyby cell array is double clicked. A 

table showing all the flybys that were computed pops up. The user can click any one of 

them to view details of the flyby as is shown in figure 51.  

 

 
Figure 50: View of Workspace after loading the .Mat files and showing the  

Flybys cell array structure. 
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Figure 51: Viewing the details of the flyby object 

 
Figure 51 shows all the object properties of the flyby that holds the position of 44 in the 
cell array. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




